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Burning down the house!
As The Men They Couldn't
Hang were about to take the
stage in Teviot Row Union
Debating Hall on Thursday,
fire broke out in the Park
Room.
Smoke poured into the building, the fire brigade were sent for
and the building was quickly
evacuated. For 15 minutes the
prospective audience for Teviot's
latest big band were left standing
in the cold night air of Bristo
Square.
Fortunately, however, the fire
was soon under control. Although
there had been a great deal of
smoke, the fire turned out to be
relatively small, having started in
an extractor fan in the Park
Room.
Spellking
to
Student,
a
Students' Association spokesman described the fire as an
"inconvenience", but emphasised
that there had been no panic and
that the building had been
evacuated quickly and safely .
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Playing under EUSA's new "big bands"
entertainments policy, The Men They Couldn't Hang
attracted a good crowd of 650 when the played at Teviot
Row Union last Thursday. This is the second concert to be
held following the implementation of EUSA's policy of
booking big bands and charging an entrance fee.
The concert made a provisional surplus of over £400
which makes up most of the deficit incurred by the
Working Week gig a fortnight ago, at which only 400
people attended.
EUSA Secretary lain Catto considers the success of the
second concert is partly the result of better publicity.
"We had to put a lot of work into publicity for The Men
Tuey Couldn't Hang, after working Week."

The success of the second "big band" event increases
the chances of the new entertainments policy surviving its
trial period of one term. The Students' Association
Finance Committee and Union Management Comittee
have stipulated that the policy must break even in its trial
period or it will not be permitted to continue and big
bands will disappear from the Unions.
A third concert will be organised for the end of this
term as soon as the relevant Union House Committee
agrees. If big bands are to continue to play the Unions,
this will have to be well received by students and produce
at least a small surplus, so that the term's events as a
whole break even.
Jacqueline Brown

Bleak outlook for
Universities .

The financial outlook for British
universities is very bleak, according to a recently leaked report
completed jointly by the Treasury
and the Department of Education.
It states that the financial forecasts
of the six universities which are
studied are far too optimistic, and
underrate several areas which will
sap their resources.
Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham , Leicester, Brunel and
Keele are all under government
scrutiny, and in all cases a depressmg picture is painted.·
In general it is claimed that the
universities' own reports on their
future
expenditure
are
inadequate. The predictions for
the rise in staff pay, and for the
increase in rates are unrealistic in
most cases, and on top of this few
frcsources are kept aside in order
to deal with unexpected expenses.

. Problems are also said to be
inevitable if more cash ls not dtr.ected towards the upkeep of
university property, and provision
made for the day-to-day wear this
Property experiences.
In the case· of Glasgow it con-

eludes that its present deficit of
£700,000 will soar to £.7.6 million
by 1990. The other universities all
reflect such an increase to a greater or lesser extent. However,
Glasgow's Principal, Alwyn Williams, refutes the claims made in
the report and questions its accuracy.
Edinburgh could experience a

Old College: Bleak Outlook?

predicament similar to that which
has been forecast for Glasgow and
the other five institutions. At the
moment Edinburgh is going
through a "rough patch" according to David Duncan, the Treasurer of the Students' Association
and the only student member of
the University's secret Resources
·
Committee.

The deficit for 1986-87 is set at
£2 million, yet that is taking the
pay rise for staff to be 5 per cent.
However , the Association of University Teachers (AUT) has put in
a claim which averages out at a 24
per cent rise in wages.
Duncan also fears that the
problems over the Commo_nwealth Games oganisation's inability to pay the University for its
use of Pollock Halls, as reported
in Student last week, could lead to
further deficit increases.
At present the University has
two solutions: firstly it is setting a
savings target which will be
£750,000, at the most, this year;
secondly, it is utilising its available
reserves, which will boost Edinburgh's resources by about £1
million in 1986-87.
However, if the legislation
affecting lecturers' jobs tenure
passes through Parliament, Edinburgh may have to resort to some
of the report's suggestions for the
other universities , such as selective redundancies amone staff.
Graeme Wilson
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New moves
Students £40 Poll Tax Women's
aide
from SNP

It has emerged during this week
that students may not be faced
with the burden or paying the ruu
£200 per year or the "community
charge" which the Government is .
planning to introduce in Scotland
as a replacement for domestic
rates.
The Government announced at
the start of the year its :n1ention of
abolishing rates in Scotland and
replacing them with a poll tax or
"community charge" under which
each person over 18 would pay
£200 per year.
This provoked a great deal of
concern amongst student representatives that students would
be faced with a further £200 bill,
with no commensurate rise in student grants.
In response to the Government's announcement, a submission was sent by the eight Scottish
Students' Representative Councils to the Scottish Office, expressing concern about the implications of the proposals, and proposing that students be excluded
from the provisions of the final
Bill.
Now, Government sources
have indicated that students may
be exempted from 80 per cent of
the charge, leaving them to pay

the considerably smaller amount
of £40 per year.
However, this would presumably apply to students outside halls
of residence, which would continue to be faced with a "collective" charge to be paid by the University owning the halls. Whether
this change would be based on the
full £200 sum, or the "student
rate" of £40, is still unclear.
Whichever is the case, the universities may be faced with a further
financial bill if the University
Grants Committee does not reimbur~e these charges as it does with
rates bills on university proper-

Photo: Oiiva Un:
ties. If the universities have to pay
up, they may have no choice but
to increase rents in halls of residence.
Student representatives are
likely to welcome the proposals
for "special treatment", but may
express reservations about the
remaining £40 per year charge.
This forms 2 per cent of the annual
student grant and could still,
therefore, be felt by some to be
unfair, given the fall in the real
value of the grant by 20 per cent
since 1979.
Gary Duncan

An ad hoc women's committee
has just been set up by the SRC.
This was part of a proviso made
when a proposal to have a
women's officer was rejected at an
SRC working party·
.
The very fact that the committee is ad hoc is advantageous,
believes the chairperson , Claire
McLintock , because it allows a
wide diversity of issues to be
investigated. The group's main
aim is to highlight what the problems are.
The committee's first meeting
resolved to press for wide availability of the cervical smear. At
present it is virtually impossible
for any woman under twenty-five
to have one done. One way of
highlighting this campaign will be
to propose a motion at the Annual
.General Meeting.
The proportion of women in
different faculties is also to be
studied by the group. They aim to
find out why some subjects have
disproportionately fewer women
to
encourage
students,and
women to apply for science subiects.

Tenuous tenure

University lecturers are no
longer enjoying the privilege of
tenured appointments, which
gives them job security for life, _
according to a survey carried out·
for the Government by the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and
Principals.
Lecturers have, until recently,
been in the unique position of
having tenured appointments.
However , the Government has
always tried to dissaude universities from making this kind of
appointment, preferring more
tlexible contracts, and is planning

to pass legislation abolishing
tenure.
As yet no legislation has been
passed regarding the abolition of
tenure, however it has been
claimed that universities are taking up the Government's attitude
and making fewer tenured
appointments. Of universities
studied in the survey, only a small
minority of new appointments
were in fact tenured, in the
academic year 1985-86.
The Association of University
Teachers (AUT) were highiy critical of those Vice-Chancellors

Library thieves
A warning has been issued to
students concerning the current
spate of thefts in the libraries at
Edinburgh University.
The worst location for these
thefts is at the Main Library in
George Square, where people
steal purses from bags lying unattended.
This has also been happening in
the Erskine and Law Libraries.
Chief Securifty Officer Mr
Mackintosh said: "It seems to be
dreadful the way students have no
respect for their property."

There have been three thefts
this month. Mr Mackintosh said:
"It may not be an epidemic, but
considering entry is controlled
and property is searched, the
number of thefts is fairly high."
The problem of library thefts is
not a new one, but a recurring
problem. "First year students
have to become aware of the dangers and that a warning for more
care over personal property
should be taken heed of by all students."
Emma Simpson

The Allsop Memorial Lecture
will be given by

JAMES NAUGHTIE
(Guardian Chief Political Correspondent)

on

Thursday, 13th November 1986
at 7.30 p.m.
in

The David Hume Tower,
Lecture Hall 'A'

who showed support for nontenured appointments, claiming
that it creates an insecure atmosphere within universities.
However, the President of the
Edinburgh University AUT, Professor Vandome, felt that nontenured appointments were "not a
deliberate policy of this university
as compared to other universities", although he stressed he
was not in favour of abandoning
tenure.
Alison Daniels

The committee also wants to
find ways of improving women 's
safety.
The ad hoc committee meets in
the Chaplaincy Centre. The next
meeting will be on Friday at 1.00
pm. It is open to everyone who is
interested.
Laura Kibby

Money for nothing
Mr George Walden, junior
Minister with responsibility for
higher education, coinplained at a
conference or polytechnic administrators in Birmingham that students get "every damn thing free".
Mr Walden said the Government wanted to introduce a loan
scheme which would introduce a.
"tiny element of responsibility"
into students and give us a "stake
in our education".
He promised that the Government review , which he is chairing,
on student support, would make
no recommendations that would
discourage people at the wrong
end of the social and economic
scale. He said that he would do

nothing to destroy the efticiency
of British higher education and
added that he was more openminded than he was given credit
for.
He rejected suggestions that
there was a possibility of imitating
the American system where students have to work their way
through college.
Mr Walden said that ; "higher
education is free in this country
and is also costly" and that therefore the Government was only
thinking of maybe introducing
"an element of loans at the margin
of that cost" in order to give students "a lot more responsibility" .
Tom Bradby

Private lie
A letter from a group of Edinburgh University students in the
latest edition of Private Eye calls
into question press reports about
the Duke of Edinburgh's remarks
in China when he is aUeged to have
referred to "slitty eyes" and the
"ghastliness" or Peking.
The letter from a group of
"friends, fellow students and
former flatmates" of Simon
Kirby, the Edinburgh student
who sparked off the row by telling
the press of the Duke's alleged
comments, claims that Kirby is "a
drunken, irresponsible, lazy and
deeply theatrical character, given
to telling imaginative tales of little.
or no truthful content".

Alex Salmond, vice-chairman
of the Scottish Nationalist Party
(SNP) and prospective Parliamentary candidate for Banff
Buchan, talked at Edinburgh University this week about Scottish
Nationalism in the 1980s. His talk
focused on the differences bet.
ween today's party and the SN!'
during the 1970s .
Mr Salmond outlined three sig.
nificant ways in which the SN P has
changed . Firstly , the SN P has
accepted it has a political identity.
Mr Salmond feels SNP members
have become comfortable with a
political label.
Secondly, the SNP has changed
its policy towards the EEC. In the
1970s Scotland had no voice in the
.EEC and the SNP fought mem.
bership of the Community. The
SNP's stand in the 1980s is to
argue for Scottish independence
within the context of membership
in the EEC.
Lastly, Mr Salmond discussed
how the SNP of the 1980s has
increased its practical considera.
tion of how Scotland will actually
move towards indepe ndence.
Unlike the SNP of the 1970s, the
SNP today is considering such
steps as a constitutional conven·
tion and strategies for implementing a government.
This weekend , the SNP will be
travelling to Wales to finalise an
alliance
with
the
Welsh
Nationalist Party (Plaid Cymru).
Gavin Williams

New
Professor
at
Edinburgh
Professor Louis Lasagna has
been appointed to the first Winth·
rop Foundation Visiting Profes·
sorship in Clinical Pharmacology
at Edinburgh University. The
post was established with an
endowment of £40,000 from the
Winthrop Foundation. Professor
Lasagna will give his inaugural
lecture on Wednesday 12th
November at 5 pm in the Hugh
Robson Building.

M.A.C.
change

The Money Advice Centre run
by EUSA is changing the day of its
Potterrow desk from Wednesday
assassination of the Duke is to Thursday , starting next wee.k.
merely the latest in a long and sor- in an effort to increase access to its
rowful campaign of anarchy and' facilities.
general boorishness", and that no
statement from "this character"
can be believed. The letter concludes, "he is a pathological pisshead, and the public should
know".
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Speaking · to Student, BuckinCASH PAID
gham Palace had no specific comment to make about the letter but
stated that the Duke's remarks in
TILL'S BOOKSHOP
China had been "light-hearted"
and "jocular", and were taken out
I Hope Park Crescent
of context and seized upon bY. the
(Buccleuch Street)
press.
6(,7 0895
Gary Duncan
It suggests that his "character
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Rector in sexist scandal
Students at Aberdeen Univer. have put forward a motion to
sitYk their Rector, Mr Hamish
sac ti at a General Meeting
Wa
by their Students' Rep:ntative Council (SRC) last

ai:ised

"'~; Watt

was accused of "bited and sexist remarks" during
godebate in which he referred to
3
·
"fillies" and " pre f ernng
them
unbroken". The former Scottish
N tional Party (SNP) MP had also
t:ted a preference for Scottish
:tudents during his inaugural
ceremony speech.
There was already a general
feeling among students that Mr
Watt had been somewhat inconspicuous in his position as Rector.
He had not been attending regular

meetings and had broken with·
tradition by missing the Freshers'
Week opening ceremony, when
he was in Europe on business.
However, the Rector's remarks
drove two members of the university's Labour Club into action.
Their motion, which called for a
letter of apology from Mr Watt,
was passed , but there were not
enough members at the meeting
to merit any action being taken.
President of the SRC, Jos
Wheatley, stressed that , as the
Rector's position is inviolate , the
aim of the motion had been "to
frighten him into pulling his
weight". He said that he had written to the Rector telling him "the
comments he has made are offensive and he is unfit to be Rector".

As · a result he hoped to see Mr
Watt in regular attendance at
meetings, and that he is "seen out
on the streets", especially on the
National Union of Students
(NUS) Day of Action , 12th
November.
But Wheatley added that he
thought members of the Labour
Club "were taking things too far",
and were "on a personal crusade"
and in so doing were overlooking
the long-term implications for
both the Labour Club and the university itself.
"The motion passed at yesterday's General Meeting was right
in that it censured the Rector for
inappropriate and degrading
remarks to W4Jmen. However, it
has renewed a rift between the

Facing up
to AIDS

SRC and the Rector which we
could well do wiihout ," he said.
Speaking on behalf of Mr Watt,
Delegates at the conference
who was unavailable for comment , his assessor agreed that the AIDS: The Public Health Chalissue had become "a political dis- lenge at Edinburgh University last
pute between Labour Club and Thursday criticised inadequate
SNP". However, she added, Government spending and held
"There has been a meeting bet- out little hope for an AIDS vaccine
ween the Rector and the Presi- in the short term.
Government expenditure on
dent; the matter has been internally resolved and the incidents AIDS was criticised as "absurdly
small" by Professor Michael
will not be repeated."
She stressed: "The allegations Oliver, President of the Royal
that Mr Watt is not hard working College of Physicians. He conare untrue - a lot of his work is trasted the £2.5 million expendiconfidential and therefore was not ture on AIDS advertisements and
recognised , and he has the best the £1 million research funding in
attendance record in living mem- Britain with the $340 million
o·ry for rectors at this univber- ' research programme and $200
million for public information in
sity."
Gillian Drummond the United States. He felt that
"very large additional sums of
, money are going to be needed" .
Dr R . Ancelle, who works for a
Paris-based programme , estimated that an effective vaccine
could not be on the market for ten
sity is prepared to donate has not
years, given the necessary time for
been finalised. The committee is
animal and human experimenta"very hopeful" that a satisfacotry
tion.
deal will be struck.
Dr Harold Jaffe, from . the
Ray Footman, the University's
epidemology branch of the Centre
Information Services Director,
for Disease Control in Atlanta,
commented that the "University
Georgia, was equally pessimistic,
Court has agreed to secure the
·
adding
that "if the present vacbest deal possible to minimise the
cines being tested are not successdebt to Edinburgh University".
ful , I think it is going to be a long
He added that the negotiations · time before we have a vaccine" .
are continuing although nothing
Michael Garraway, head of
has been decided sfoce last week.
Edinburgh University's Department of Community Medicine,
called AIDS "the most important
hazard for public health in Scotland and the UK which may yet
become the most important public
health hazard ever" . It was
University Overseas . Students'
revealed that the number of
Centre said that they had received
deaths in Europe so far is .792,
no reports of racist abuse, but
with the estimates of infection in
noted that most African students
Britain ranging from 40,000 to
tended to keep to themselves.
43,000 cases.
. They were not sure whether this
However an excessive fear of
was because they felt excluded, or
simply did not wish to be ·AIDS, -11 ~w · termed '.'afraids" in
America, was cnt1c1sed. It was
included .
pointed out that "Hepatitis B
Ila lnyang, President of the
forms a 'worst case' model and
Nigerian Students' Union , said:
simple precautions against the dis"'No incidents of racial discriminaease can form an adequate
tion at Edinburgh University have
been brought to my attention.·· · safeguard".
Ian Robertson
Paula Collins

Private function Games wrangle
Negotiations continue between
Edinburgh University and the
Commonwealth Games Committee in an effort to settle the
£650,000 deficit owed to Pollock
Halls of Residence.
the University is considering a
proposal that it waive £345,000
and accept only 66 per cent of the
remainder.
A spokesman at the Commonwealth Games office said that the
amount which Edinburgh Univer-

Student racism
A recent survey published by
the Overseas Students" Trust on
"Overseas Students . and their
Place of Study" has found that 24
per cent of the l ,760 students
interviewed felt that they had
been victims of racial discrimination.
The highest incidence of discrimination was · reported among
students from Nigeria and Hong
Kong, with 32 per cent and 35 per
cent respectively having experience some form of harassment.
A spokesman for Edinburgh

"We are the party of fun!"
boomed Tory Club President
Andrew Hayes, his voice filling the
dining hall of Craigmillar Castle
which was the setting for Edinburgh University Conservative
Association's autumnal dinner last
Friday.
The South African Ambassador, who was to have beeri the
mystery speaker, had been cancelled , along with the proposed
South African flag which was to
have been draped next to the
Union flag. "Bad press, you
know ," was the excuse.
However, the Tory Club and
their special guest, former Sol1c11or-General Nicholas Fairb.airn, managed to pass a sufficiently patriotic, port-spilling
evening without them.
"One problem the human race
has never had is death ," pro-

nounced Fairbairn, who was
pointing out during pre-dinner
chat that , given the expanding
popula.tion o! the world, nuclear
weapons were not really a threat.
Mr Fairbairn's subsequent
speech told the gathering all about
"socialist tyranny" and warned
them of "socialism's alternative
corridor, the Alliance".
He expressed his delight about
the dinner and its romantic setting
but said elsewhere in his speech
that , ideally, the castle would
cease to be a national property
and would be sold to a private
buyer.
The evening's entertainment
continued with a Hitler impersonation by former EUSA Honorary Secretary Mike Conway,
which was greeted with cheers and
zeig heil5.
Miranda Chitty

Student falls to death
An Edinburgh University stu- group leader Jackie Randell slipdent, Ian Clark, was tragically kil- ped and fell 20 feet. Ian Clark
on Sunday whilst hill-walking then lost his balance, falling 200
feet, sustaining serious injuries.
ID Glencoe with the Edinburgh
He died in hospital later that
University Hill-Walking Society.
Ian Clark was one of a group of. night.
As a result of the accident, the
three walkers who were ascending
a gully while looking for a route Society will be looking closely at
Which they were intending to fol- the question of safety in their
·activities.
low.
Miranda Chitty
The accident occurred when

!ed

Fascists, fogeys and first strikes
Madame Speaker, Honourable included withdrawal of Scotland
and Right Honourable Members, from NATO.
Prime Minister's Question
distinguihsed visitors in the gallery were all gathered together in Time allowed Dai Thomas, the
Teviot's Upper House amidst Right Honourable Member for
great spiritual and intellectual Young Fogey, to answer quesdecorum until the Macer tions on the moral grounds of the
arrived and last Wednesday's Bill when , in the Words of the
Labour question , "his party, in
"Parliamentary" Debate began.
The Conservatives, in government , proposed the Bill acknowledging the need for mutli-lateral
disarmament but qualified this
with their commitment to Trident
and Cruise as viable independent
deterrents; and to strong conventional forces in Europe.
The Alliance, as Official
Opposition, denounced Trident,
with its multplle warheads, as an
escalation of the arms race. No
party supported the Conservative
WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
idea that Britain had an indepenWHERE WILL YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?
dent ·deterrent. Indeed, during
REAL FOOD$ offer the best selr ... don of
the Prime Minister's Question
natural foods in town. Everything ·, l;u could
Time the Alliance camp asked if
want plus things you've never heard of! Try
the c~st to Jeffrey Archer paying
some organically grown wine - thirty different varieties experiment with
off a prostitute was £2,000, how
Japanese foods - largest importer in the
· much would it cost to pay off the
UK - sample vegetarian haggis, enjoy our
United States?
own brand oatcakes and wholemeal
Labour advocated that money
shortbreads .
saved from cancelling Trident
DROP INTO REAL FOODS
should be, at least partly, used to
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
enlarge British conventional
5571911
2281651
forces in Europe, while remaining
(nr. top Leith Waiki
Tollcross
in NATO.
WE'U HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME
The SNP, however, wanted a
non-nuclear
policy
which

the past few years, has degenerated into prostitution , not only of
its members, but of its ideals for
cheap, vote-winning popularity" . .
The Bill was rejected by an
overwhelming majo~ity.
Jane Kelly

La Bagatelle
Restaurant Franrais

•

Table d'hote Lunch £4. 75
including Coffee

Fixe prix dinner
Monday-Thursday: £8.50

•

Relax in afriendly, informal
atmosphere and enjoy the
French cuisine.
Special offer: Bring this advert for a

free glass of wine with the
ala carte menu.

22a NICOLSON STREET,
EDINBURGH (667 0747)

GROUNDLING
Maybe you've noticed, maybe
not, but a quiet revolution is
underway in the pubs and clubs of
Edinburgh. Beside the pool tables,
bandits and jukeboxes, a new tenant has arrived to disturb the
peace of the solitary drinker. This
arrival looks, on first acquaintance, not dissimilar to the gaming
machine that stands beside it, into
which (oh! fond youth) you were
wont to plug a few bob towards the
end of the evening. But closer
inspection reveals a very different
devil, though one equally keen to
swallow your money.
Your new acquaintance may
appear in a variety of guises - as
Treasure Trail, Mastermind,
Quizmaster, and so on - but its
generic name is the Triv machine.
There are basically two kinds of
these : those "For Pleasure Only"
(i.e. no cash dividends), and those
that pay out. Groundling's
interest, and area or expertise, is
with the latter.
The operation is one of nawless
simplicity. Merely insert 20p into
the slot (having first made the
necessary trip to the bar), then
attempt to reach CASH PRIZES!
hy answering the multiple choice
questions the machine comes up
with. Then, in most cases, you've
won a tenner.
''Game on!" they cry, hastening
to the local hostelry. But ... sorry,
I forgot to mention. You only get
ten quid for answering them correctly. Try your luck? Here's a
free sample:
WHEN was the seed-drill
patented?

Sciennes flats~

Skins the triv
machines . ..

Who's to blame?
Dear Student,
Whilst recognising that the article "Sciennes . .. Waiting'', which
you recently published, was an
article of "'o pinion", there were
some factual inaccuracies in it
which should be corrected.
It is not fair to lay the blame for
the flats being late at the door of
the SAS. It is the builders contracted to build them who were
unable to complete their contract,
and if you want to throw around
charges of " ineptitude and total
inefficiency" they are better
directed there. Since the Sciennes
flats are leased from the own ers of
the land , to whom the builders
were answerable, there was no
scope for the SAS to hurry along
the builders.
It i~ also inaccurate to name
most of the staff of the SAS and
imply they are all involved with
the Sciennes flats. Responsibility
for various properties is assigned
to each member of staff, and no
matter how busy they are, they
don't start dealing with each
other's properties.
Temporary
accommodation
was always going to be hard to
find at the start of term, with so
many first years already taking up
the few available spaces. The fault
with that lies clearly with the University as a whole who decide the
admissions policy that results in
first years coming up to University
with nowhere to stay. The SAS
are stuck with administering this
system, the blame for it does not
lie with them. They also didn't
forget to book people into temporary
accommodation
for

needed. As a bona fide hustler, you
can go out with a fiver, get pleasantly inebriated, travel in taxis
around town all night, sit down for
a pizza and a carafe of red at 3 am,
and still have £30 in your pocket. It
might weigh like a boulder, but it's
still thirty notes.
So, the big question. How do
you do it? Firstly, you need - to
begin with - quick renexes (you
get on average about two seconds
per question), a good general
knowledge, and a better memory.
Secondly, lots of change so you can
practice, because you'll not win to
begin with. Without these two facWHICH comedian impersonated tors, practice and ability, there's
Carmen Miranda?
not m"uch point in starting.
WHAT was the name of the goat
Then there are the delightful
kept on top of Broadcasting
barmen who operate on a "One
House?
win and you're barred" basis. You
HOW tall was Atilla the Hun?
The triv quiz hustlers, like the might be able to nuke it once or
machines from which they take twice with a false wig, moustache,
their name, are a recent breasts etc., but sooner or later the
phenomena. Unlike the machines, ardent hustler is banned, on pain
they are not here to stay: here, of the teeth being kicked in.
rather, to play. They descend in Foremost among these establish·
ones and twos on your local, buy a ments - and without wishing to
half, skin the machine, and leave. mention any names - is the wellSome machines are dry (empty), known country and western bar
others full but unwilling to pay halfway down Leith Walk, from
out, others full but difficult to which eYery machine player has
play. Given these setbacks, any been banned. But it is a good
hustler worthy of the name should target for the first-timer, since
still be able to profit from the even- they wait until your second visit
before breaking a baseball bat on
ing's excursion.
Groundling confesses to being your skull.
There you are' then. An easy
an occasional practitioner of this
arcane art. Time was you could way to supplement the poor stubuy a new suit, candlelit dinner for dent's income - or are you better
two, see George Formby at the off with that part-time job in the
Palladium and still have change~ fish 'n' chicken bar? Groundling,
leaves the people to
from a tenner. But times change,
and now desperate measures are

further nights. They could 0 1
book students in for the pern Y
that the builder said the fiO<l
would be unavailable , dates wha~
the builders persistently chantd
and at short notice.
e
Yours , etc. ,
David Blackal!
SRC Accommodation Convener'.

Tories not all
orange
Sir,
In your paper last week. Louise
Johnstone - the "press officer"
of the SNP -accused the Un iver.
sity Tory Club of being anti·
Catholic. This accusation is not
only totally misleading, but
plunges the level of University
political debate even lower. Is it
any wonder, Miss Johnstone, stu·
dents are by and large apolitical?
The Conservative Party has
always been and continues to be
the only party of one nation. A
nation that embraces not only
Catholics but Scotland, Miss
Johnstone. Unlike the SNP, with
their
paranoid
anti-English
ractsm, we do not discriminate on
who is allowed to join . Oh , for the
record, one of our vice-presidents
is Catholic, as am I.
Sir, I remain your most faithfully,
Andrew Hayes,
Chairman, EUCA.

.
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STUDENT
Nice and Sleazy?
The Playhouse seems to have degenerated (if that's
possible) into one of the seediest establishments in town.
Recently we had teenage girls dancing in cages at a
Damned concert and last week The Stranglers repeated
their time-worn tactic of "suggesting" that young girls
divest themselves of their clothing in order to win the
fantastic prize of a new Stranglers LP. Kirstie Kerr's
article denouncing both The Stranglers and the crowd for
condoning "sexploitation" provoked three violently
condemnatory letters, with only one in support (see page
5). It is interesting that the views expressed reflect the sex
of the writers concerned.
The simple fact of the matter is that The Stranglers
were guilty of exploiting women (girls would be closer to
the truth) by encouraging them t9 perform in a
demeaning manner on stage. This is not necessarily the
same as saying, as David Mather does, that they took part
voluntarily. Whatever, to write, loosely, as does C. (who
wisely chooses to remain anonymous), that the girls who
stripped "deserve" to be exploited because they were
"drunk" or "thick" is scandalous. I'm sure if your
girlfriend or sister had been on that stage, C, she would
have been whipped off pretty sharpish, eh?
Th~ argument that ''the Music Pages should be kept for
music reviews" is a hopelessly dated bid for a return to
boring muso-worship. There is not the slightest reason
why "such immensely complicated arguments" as sexism
should not be aired on these pages. After all, many pop
lyrics are concerned with these very same "immensely
complicated arguments", so why not?
Incidentally, The Stranglers may be a "cornerstone of
the British music scene" but they are just a bunch of
ageing child molesters who have written nothing of the
slightest interest for ears.

Last word on NUS?
Dear Sir,
Some people seem to have got
rather agitated over an editorial in
Midweek and a letter in Student I
have written.
In the simplest possible terms, I
am opposed to any sy,;tem of student loans, and will do anything in
my power to stop them being
implemented. Anyone wishing to
peruse the minutes of the SRC
Executive of 20th October (freely
available in the EUSA offices)
will find that thanks to my initi ative, EUSA is to be holding a
week of action against loans in the
eighth week of term . Satisfied?
To get back to that Midweek
editorial , the questio n I raised
was, is it more desirable to have
full student support for a limited
·number of students , or unlimited
numbers of students but with
limited state help , i.e. the present
system. The poll carried out by
EUSA at matriculation shows
that EU students seem to favour
the latter , whether rightly or
wrongly .
On the subject of NUS, EUSA
is not affiliated for the following
reasons:
Jn 1976 EUSA disaffiliated on a
voteofl,794to 1,676. In 1977EU
students were given three options:

a Scottish Union of Students was
the most popular with 1,660 votes ,
followed by no union on 1,088
votes , and NUS with 786. In 1979
the vote was 1 ,246 fo r NUS and
3,921 against , and finally, in 1984,
the result was 1,439 for and 3,344
against. Therefore EUSA policy
is that we are not affiliated until a
referendum decides differently.
All it would require is for a motion
to be passed at a quorate General
Meeting for a refe"rendum to be
held.
Finally , an apology. If Ms Morgan construed anything I said in
Student as a personal attack, I
apologise - I did not intend it
that way. Fighting for the future
of education is not something
which should be trivialised into
personality cults.
Yours fait hfully,
lain Catto.

Uhr Student,
We note with a mixture of
interest and amusement Robbie
Foy's letter in last week's Student
accusing the Alliance clubs of " replacing
policies
with
personalities" and of an inability to
work together.
Whilst it may have been true
that in the past the Alliance

lacked unity , it is certainly not
true now : we are working together
at every level to achieve our aims
and we will continue to do so
whatever the Labour Party do o;
say.
As for policies, we are more
than willing to defend what we
believe in and to this end we propose a debate in the University between David Graham , Alliance
Prospective Parliamentary candidate for Edinburgh South , and his
Labour opponent.
We are confident that we have
the most radical and realistic
programme with which to face the
electorate and
that
David
Graham will be the only cand idate
capable of unseating Michael
Ancram.
We don 't expect the Labour
Club to share these sentiments but
if they have as much confidence in
their own policies and candidate
as we have in ours then they must
accept the challenge.
We await with interest next
week's Student.
Yours ,
Angus Mcintosh,
President,
EU Social Democratic C lub .
Mark Wheatley,
President , EU Liberal C lub .

Stranglers: Yes, they're seXist

Dear Student,
At last! Someone from Student
has shown some sense of priority.
Kirstie Kerr's review of The
Stranglers' concert voiced a truth
not often heard in this university.
The incident she described,
which effectively involved partiDear Peter Carroll,
most lecturers wo uld probably
tioning off, ignoring and degradI am writing to disassociate rega rd their lectures as a foundaing all the women in tfie audience,
myself from the article which was tion for their courses . .. but the
epitomises the power relations in
published hy your ne wspaper last intellectual superstructure has to
week .
be won by extra personal effort. I our society. Too much of entertainment - including the modern
The article gives the impression then argued that this personal
music industry - despite priding
that it was written by me a nd effort would be best directed in
itself on its anti-establishment valappears under my name, which is tryi ng to relate the purely
ues, is directed towards pleasing
entirclv untrue . The article was in academic content of students' lecmale aud iences at the expense of
fact w~itten by your own student tures to socia l reality as it ex ists in
women.
reporte r follow ing an hour-long th is city. In short. if someo ne is
We hope this review will raise
interview which was given at ou r studving medicine . then they may
gain° a great deal of insight and · awareness of sexism and that in
offices.
future more people will stand up
Some of the facts quoted as if I experie nce by becoming involved
had said them arc plainly incor- in one of the many co mmunity and oppose it in all its forms.
The EU Women's Group.
rect: for exam ple , the Pi Iton hous- health campa igns which a rc haping sche mes were bui lt way back pcning all over the cit y, such as
in 1948 . not 1978.
the "Actio n on Dampness" camHowevcr. my major comp laint paigns in Pillon.
is that th e way in which the a rticle
Fin all y. I spe nt a good deal Of Dear Sir,
has been ed ited a nd condensed time praising th e activities of
As I turned to the music page in
gives a very d istorted version of Edinb urgh University Student last week's Student and saw The
the interview which actually took Architects Society who lit era lly Stranglers' review, I settled down
place.
gave up their Easter ho lidays.
to read wh at J thought would be
I did no t. for exa mple. say that raised £750 for the Pillon Playg- three columns of well-deserved
" many chi ldren in Pillon are not round project and worked them- praise for t\\io brilliant perforwell fed".
selves int o the ground .
mances , at the Playhouse, by a
Wh at I said was that Pillon is an
I remarked that for many of band who are arguably a corarca of .seve re deprivation and them thi s was perhaps the o nly nerstone of the British music
that the complex problems people project during the ir course at .uni- scene.
arc tryin g to deal with includes vcrsity where they had had a
Instead , I was met with three
poor ho using. unemployment, chance to see a design which they columns of absolute dribble about
alcohol abuse, drug abuse and had worked on transformed int o female degradation.
poor nutrition. The point is that reality by t_h eir own effort.
Everybody knows. that The
the first remark is crude and
I did 1101 say that this was " the Stranglers don '\ exactly play
insulting to working-cla~s people only time on their course that they music for family entertainment
111 Pi Iton ... the second is quite had done something practica l"· and in light of Miss Kerr's send1ffercnt in tone and in mea ning .
which so unds like an insult.
sibilities I suggest she review
_ Secondly. my remarks about
In conclusion . I am gratefu l for semething a little tamer in future
students being disillusioned with the stud<.:nt in question corning (perhaps " Cinderella") and be
their courses or suffe ring attacks along to report on the activities of tucked up in bed before nine .
of apathy were crude ly distorted the Environment Centre and
J, myself, have the greatest
into what appears to he a slur on equally grateful for the chance 10 respect for women in o ur society.
the student population. What I input to Student as a mea ns of J feel that those who removed
· act~ally sa id to yo ur reporfcr was rcac hin~ out to vour readers . But their clothing on stage last Saturthat ·f
' ' wh1·,'.11
' -V<'U published day only degraded themselves.
' stu d c nts ON LY re 11·c d on the ,· 1rt1~·l··
What went on during lectures to was not the interview that I gave.
J hope J speak for well over half
form the basis of their education at least not in the tone and the the world's population when I say
~hen they would probably end up intention .
_. .:· ..!,,;. ,,\\'Jui <:. that the incident certainly did not
1sappointed in their time at unin;,...,,.,, ,,._ warrant a tiresome lecture on
verslty. I went on to explain that
women's rights and one that, far
from furthering the cause for
Student welcomes" letters from readers. In order for us to be able to women's equality, serves to out~ublish as many as possible, please keep your letters short. Drop them
line an obvious inferiority com1nto the Student offices at 48 Pleasance (flrst Ooor), or the Student plex on Miss Kerr's part.
collectionJ1oxes (locatio.ns of~hich.are given ·on the back p,e). Letters ·
Yours sincerely ,
•
' · : • Stafan Mieczkowski.
rnust be in bv Mondav' oftbe week of P.ublication.

Misrepresented

n

Or are they?

r---------------------------

Dear Sir,
October The Stranglers were
Last week I bought Sr11de111 bloody good.
which is something I don't norI thought music reviews were
nw!lv do. The rcas~rn'! Tn read a supposed to be about music, a nd
rcvi~w about o ne of my favourite not detailed personal ravings on
hands - The Stranglers. On turn- sexism. If some brainless sluts are
ing to the music pages I saw no low enough to take their clothes
articl e about The Stranglers· con- off on stage then that's th eir
certs. but instead there was an pathetic problem. I agree that it
article written bv a Miss Kerr certainly must have lowered
which amounted to nothing more altogether the tone 't>f the night,
th an feminist propaga nda . There but to devote 99.9 per cent of the
was nothing whatsoeve r in this review to it - they just don 't
Strang lers re~iew' about the coo- ~ deserve it.
ccrt - merely Mi.,,: Kerr's W<)rpcd,
I don 't give a shit if The
o pinions. But what ca11sed her lo Stranglers are the biggest bastards
write 'uch garbage? Namely the on earth , they play good music.
fact that several young ladies Friday night 's concert was great;
wished to win a copy of a the atmosphere was good, the
Stran!!krs LP' That they had to music brilliant - most of the
expos'c what assets they had to the songs went down a treat, includcrowd (who all bar three were ing Nice 'n' Sleazy. If anyone
highlv amused) is irrelevant . made a tit of themselves on stage
because they took part in the com- then thafs their problemm .
petition voluntarily - they WFrc.
Kirstie Kerr waffles on and on
not forced up on to the stage to some shit about unequal societies,
strip as Miss Kerr seems to impl y. corruption, power etc. Is it relevNext time she chooses to write ant? She does not attempt to consuch an article I hope it will be done the women who stripped.
published elsew here in S111de111 Bollocks! They deserve it , and it
leavc the Music Pages for music couldn't lower them any more .
reviews!
Manipulaticn? Oppression?
David Mather
Disgusting certainly, but are
Dear Student,
the music pages the place for such
On Friday 24th October, The immensely complicated arguStranglers were in --concert in the fitents anyway?,
Playhouse.. On Frid~y 24th
c.

African Roots
MISTY IN ROOTS
Coasters

This band really impressed. Their playing was
inspired, they played from
their hearts and the sizeable
Coasters crowd were well
appreciative.

Mister Misty

Edinburgh band Leaps and
Bounds got the crowd going from
the start witlt a good set of songs,
most notab y Nation on Fire.
Misty in Roots, however, were
faultless, wit~ songs full of feeling
and emotion about Africa and its
plight. They put their message
across by music alone and it
couldn 't have been put across better.
There was something here for
every one; typical reggae drum
and percussion beats , little guitar
solos that sang, catchy little runs
on the keyboards and strong, vibrant vocals. Poor and Needy,
Envious and the last two songs in
particular made sure everyone
there danced till they dropped.
This was reggae at its best and the
people couldn't get enough.
New single Own Them Control
Them comes out next week and is
well worth a listen. Forthcoming
attraction is a band direct from
Jamaica, Culture on the 8th
December.
Finlay Wilson

Photo: Simon Tulloch

THE SMITHS

CLOSE LOBSTERS

London Palladium

Onion Cellar, The Place

The Close Lobsters are
the latest in an impressive
listofindependentbandsat
·the Mission's Monday
night Onion Cellar. Yet
despite having appeared on
the NME's seminal C86
cassette, only thirty or so
people turned up to see
them and their two support
bands.

It has to be said this was a

good, not great, Smiths performance.
The concert,
which should have been the
jewel in the crown of the recnt
English tour, turned out in
the end to be little more than a
semi-precious stone.
The crowd was to blame-they
were just so civilised, and suffice
to say there wasn't even the hint of
any stage invasion. Still, The
Smiths themselves were as sensational as ever. Tragic, romantic.
strident, and even at times violent, Morrissey's lyrics gelled brilliantly with
Marr"s classic
melodies. The passion was still
there as well. that spirit which the
likes of Elvis and Little Richard
possessed , and which made them
truly inspirational!
That's not to say the Smiths
have become a rock and roll band
it's just that they have the olct

I

The Close Lobsters were thankfully free of twee and most of the
other ailments from which their
Mister Bus
contemporaries suffer, being a lot
Photo: Oliver Lim
tighter and less fuzzboxed than
traditional excitement so lacking most and at times verging on the
rockist, particularly the singer's
in pop music these days .
penchant for bawling as loud as
But the atmosphere was. just possible and almost perforating
too sedate for anything historic to my eardrums , thus_ severely
happen (an usherette even came impairing my critical faculties.
round sel ling ice-creams at one Even then the discernible parts of
point!). To sum it up in a sen- . the aural mince with which I was
tencc. the audience let down the being face-fed were quite pleasing
to what was left of my ears.
band - it was as simple as that.
Andy Shearer
Oliver Lim

feedback

m

Alison Moyet, at the Playhouse on
Tuesday.
proceeds are going lo Student Aid.
On Saturday, Owen Paul is in the

QMU, Glasgow

Waif-like, Maria McKee
sauntered onto the stage
wearing jeans and jumper to
squeals and shouts of anticipation from the crowd. A
crowd in which the males
massively out numbered the
females: perhaps a greater
reflection on her looks than
the music of Lone Justice.

Playhouse, 'nuff said. On Tuesday, the Playhouse plays host to
Alison Moyet which might be
worth going lo but the ticket prices
of £6 and £7 may scare you off.
Then there's BonJo.,ion Wednesday, butthat'ssold out, you will be
devastated lo learn. That's it!
That's all there is!
And there's not much on TV!
Tonight there's a vintage episode
of Not the Nine O'Clock News on
BBC2. Tomorrow a 13-year-old is
helping lo present the Tube which
also features Big Audio Dynamite,
Lone Justice and Iggy Pop. And
don't miss Boys from the
Blackstuff: Yosser's Story on
BBC2, also tomorrow night. On

«- McKee's Patsy Kline-esque vocals
had you bopping along , then
reaching for the Kleenex , alter.
nately, all night.

However, any beer-swilling
bucket of lust and lard who went
along expecting raw sex live was
sorely disappointed. And rightly
so - much more interesting was
the music. A regular hoe-down of
barn-storming countrified rock 'n'
roll with equal measures of
heartfelt ballads and Maria

Mister Men

The band one Bobby
Bluebell lookalike and three
refugees from Chicago - played
well and amply complemented
that voice . A voice which reminds
you of a lonesome train whistle on
a clear starry night, crying faintly
across the blue-grass plains - and
various other C&W cliches which
Johnny Cash sings about. How.
ever, it has an edge to it, which is
more Chrissie Hynde than Dolly
Parton.
While Mar.ia McKee may not
be the original "good time had by
all" a Lone Justice gig ain ' t a kick
in the pants off it!
Alan Muir

Photo: Louise Mackay

FIRE!
firemen looked. real. When the
smoke cleared the crowd · (large
enough to prove not all students
Teviot
are Dire Straits fans) returned to
Local band We Free Kings the warming influence of The
opened the folk-flavoured Men. They produced a great
each song intelligent and
show with a series of tradi- show,
powerful . with an intensity to
tionally orientated songs. which the audience responded.
Unfortunately, an otherwise and a variety to keep the attcn·
entertaining set was marred tion .
They lacked pretension and
by the band's inability to-find
any instruments (or a singer) played with technical skill , but
without technical tricks.
that actually worked.
The Men They Couldn't Hang • Like The Pogues? No, they
managed to set Teviot alight with- stand more as equals, and for
out even playing a song , and the £3.00 what a great ni ght out. Who
audience filed outside in what missed it? l suppose you could say
must be one of the most carefully they set Teviot a light!
James Annesley
planned build-ups ever, even the

THE MEN THEY
COULDN'T HANG

feedback

It looks like this week
could tum out to be the low
point of the live music scene
this year. Tonight, those
tedious goths The Mission
are at Coasters. If you want
to pay four notes to listen to
really boring music surrounded by boring people
dressed totally in drab colours, then tonight's your
night.
Tomorrow evening, if you're
not going to The Presidents' Ball in
Teviot, you could go to see The
Primel'als in Chambers Street at
Not The Presidents' Ball where all

LONE JUSTICE

m

·feedbackJ

Saturday, Courtney Pine interviews Sonny Rollins on Saturday
Rel'iew.
Next Tursday, Sling's new film
Bring On The Night is being premiered at the Odeon. James Jazz
says it's crap, but don't lei that
deter you. Read these pages next
week for a Big Audio Dynamite
interview. Hot!
Erratum: Last week, Feedback
mistakenly printed that Student
Aid and the Lewis Edwards
Memorial Fund were one and the
same thing. We would like to correct this blunder, and also to offer
aplogies lo all who were outraged
by this faux pas.

Felix Howard, 13-year-old Tube
presenter, with old J ools.

:that
Jazz reviewing is getting
very easy these says. After
staying in last week to review
my Courtney Pine album, this
week I didn't even have to
leave the Queen's Hall bar.
This doesn't mean that I was
concocting another review out of
earshot of the band , Rather, Fiona
Duncan and her "Hot Five" (there
were actually only four of them but
remember Russell's set paradox)
joined me in the bar to run through
a selection of their warmer numbers. Musically the whole affair was
passable.

Midge Ure, a man with a drastically receding hairline. However, his major worry at the moment should be
that he bears a frightening resemblance to one oflast year's sabbaticals, Robbie Foy.
·
Photo: Paul Hutton
Ultravox appeared amidst thick
Hymn provoked a spell of frensmoke , a ploy to conceal the lack zied clapping from the zombies
ULTRAVOX
of an extravagant stage set. The and some of them even began to
Playhouse
opening numbers - Same Old sing. The mutant beside me
This tour is sponsored by Story, The Voice and Sweet Sur- worked himself into a state of
I render - were bland and unin- utter delirium and it seemed as if
Harp
Lager
and
immediately felt compelled to spiring, but generously applauded self-destruction was imminent.
make for the bar to seek sol- by the zombie-like audience. The
ace in the sponsor's product, basic three-piece of Midge Ure, Thankfully he remained conon hearing that the ~upport Chris Cross and Billy Currie was scious for the magnificent Vienna
augmented by four guest players - moody !Ind haunting-which ·
ing act_was to be Zerra One.
but they failed to provide inspira- stood head and shoulders above
How- tion . None of the songs were the rest of the set. As the show
ever, when I eventually plucked introduced and as a result no rap- moved towards a climax, Passing
up enough courage to enter the port was established between the Strangers and Love's Great
auditorium I received a pleasant band and-the audience. My atten- Adventure also provided highsurprise. The tape machines had tion was soon fixed on the impres- points, and new . single All Fall
been replaced by a real live sive light show and only the force- Down brought proceedings to a
rhythm section and the band, now ful opening of All Stood Still close. The mega-stars departed
a four-piece, played a varied and jerked me out of my reverie with one last wave to their disciinteresting set as we waited for the before I entered a hypnotic ples.
Loath as I am to admit it, I
trance .
main event.
enjoyed 'much oL th.,!; show, but
seven quid · for •seventy-five
minutes' entertainment is a rip-off
by anyone's standards.
Jack Mathieson

GOODBYE

PETE MURPHY

MR McKENZIE

George Square Theatre

Hoochie Coochie Club

Peter Murphy is in love
with himself, but at the same
time he is impelling, fascinating, almost awe-inspiring. His
eyes glow and his bOny body
twists and leaps, gyrating
wildly to his own powerful
sound.

A good way of assessing a
pop group is measuring the
gap between their pretensions and their achievements. .Knowing you're
crap is often a very attractive attribute (The Shop
Assistants and their legion
imitatOI:s know this very
well).

Cray: "crisp guitar playing".

ROBERT CRAY
Usher Hall

Playing at the Usher Hall,
Saturday, to an audience
almost totally made up of ageing hippies and young rock
fans, the Robert Cray Band's
set of their very own soul/
blues
hybrid
further
cemented the rising popularity of the man acclaimed as
''the saviour of the blues".
Cray's crisp guitar playing was
overshadowed only by his intense,
searing vocal ability. The songs
were perfect vehicles for his
effortless singing, more often than

Photo: Oliver Lim
not bemoaning his woman's
infidelities - most notably on
Foul Play from the new album or, indeed, his own canoodling as
on the sultry Porch Light. The
band tightly excelled on both
uptemmpo dancers - Bad Influence, and down-home gutbucket
ballads - The Last Time - the
more traditional sounding blues
numbers , though, sometimes verging on the nondescript. A great•
set nonetheless , finishing on
high with a rollicking r'n'b instrumental , which almost had me
dancing off down Lothian Road
until , as we were leaving, the
announcer urged us to "take the
concert home wiJh you. Buy a Tshirt in the foyer". Plug.
•
Robert Forsyth

a

In between numbers Fiona
entertained us with some of her
charming Glaswegian wit. I did
notice that the trombone player
had a garter wrapped round part of
his trombone, and was rather tak~n
by the thought that he might stuff it
in her mouth between songs. Certainly the band looked frequently

Unfortunately Goodbye Mr
McKenzie don't realise that
they're crap, but persist in the pitiable delusion that they're Talking
Heads (arguably the same thing of
course . . . ). Thus they rip off
Road to Nowhere for their amusing if shallow single The Rattler,
the highlight of this dismal performance by virtue of being the O!Jly
moment when a glint of entertainment shone through their pofaced pomposity. It was soon
smothered by more of the same
tasteful keyboards and singer
Martin's attempts to come across
all soulful and meaningful. All
very ludicrous and laughable
really , if it weren't for two monstrous injustices. •
Injustice no. 1: Goodbye Mr
McKenzie, with their two pretty
boys/two pretty girls line-up and
slick but adult sound are just
tailor-made for the big-time; TV,
video, friends of Muriel Gray, the
works; while less aesthetic, more
worthwhile groups struggle.
Injustice no. 2: Goodbye Mr
· McKenzie attracted more people
to the Hoochie Coochie than The
Go-Betweens managed in April.
What has the world come to?
Tom Lappin

Although his sound is powerful,
it doesn't stand out like any
Bauhaus music did. Nevertheless
he has some good songs: Godsends and The Final Solution (released as a single) in particular. A
couple of these were spoiled,
however. by Mr Murphy dropping
his drumsticks twice (he played a
Roland drum machine , for a pose
no doubt), before throwing it

<(Jazz
embarrassed by her antics, while
the audience looked on enraptured
(or was that embalmed). Meanwhile the chirpy bar staff worked
on, oblivious to the charming anal
repartee of Ms Duncan.
Although there is no jazz at the
Queen's Hall next week , things
look very good thereafter. On the
15th of November Coltrane-influenced Bennie Wallace (I may
have picked up the name wrongly)
is playing. Some other big names
are coming (honest) but I'm not
allowed to tell you who they are. I
can tell you that I've reviewed the
debut album of one of them , so
see if you can guess who it is.
Don't send your entries in on a
postcard and you won 't receive an
of
my
autographed
copy
autobiography.
James Jazz

away and putting his band off.
The playing of four Bauhaus
songs made up for such mishaps.
She's in Parties and Spirit were
unforgettably good. The other,
and only other, good thing about
Monday night , was the support
band , The Bolshoi. They were a
tighter band with better music,
very powerful , with original and
very likeable guitaring. Fly and
their soon to be released single are
well worth a listen .
When half the smallish crowd
was squashed up to the stage , the
theatre didn't exactly look full.
The crowd, however , enjoyed the
night to the full, especially the
screaming females who seem to be
in Jove with Peter Murphy too .
Compared to Bauhaus , however,
the word disappointing comes to
my mind.
Finlay Wilson

FRESHERS' WEEK
1987
Application forms for the post of
Freshers' Week Director 1987
are
available
from
the
Association Offices.
Applications close Friday,
28th November.

Do you want to direct it?

THEATRE
2282688
Lot"ian Road
TIGHTROPE
6 Nov; 2.30
Clint Eastwood film in which he
plays, yes, you've guessed it, a
tough cop investigating prostitute
killings. Isn't imagination wonderful?
AN IMPUDENT GIRL
6-8 Nov; 6.15, 8.30
A charming French film about a
Plain Jane adolescent going
through the awkward age.
IMITATION OF LIFE
6Nov; 2.45
Contrast between Lana Turner as
an actress struggling to reach the
top and a black girl strugg_ling
even to be allowed into the white
world of show business.
YEAR OF THE HARE
SMILES . .. SUMMER NIGHTS
6 Nov; 6.15
8 Nov; 1.30
Two of the Filmhouse's Nordic
season. The first is about an ad
executive who goes back to
nature. The second is a comedy of
manners by Bergman.
SURAM FORTRESS
7 Nov; 2.30
9-11 Nov; 6. 15, 8.30
A semi-mythological film from
USSR about the apartist state of
Georgia (not USA),
CUL-DE-SAC
REPULSION
7 Nov; 2.00, 6.30
8Nov; 6.30
Two Polanski films, the first about
a woman's mental breakdown,
the second transposing East European surrealism to off-shore Britain.
THE HITCHER
9Nov; 8.45
10, 11 Nov; 6.45, 8.45
10 Nov; 2.30
A driver picks up more than he
bargained for as his murdering
hitcher challenges him to stop him
murdering
SURE THING
DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN
11, 12 Nov; 2.30
Two college kids hitch a life to the
'high life' in California while in the
second, well, you've seen the
video. Madonna stars.
BLOOD RED ROSES
JOHN McGRATH
12 Nov; 7.00
A brilliant film adapted from the
7:84 play about a Scots woman
who refuses to conform and joins
the Labour Movement. This
screening will be introduced by
playwright
John
McGrath,
HEAVEN'S GATE
12 Nov; 5.00, 8.00
The massive moving melodrama
of the move into the American
West, covered waggons and gallant trappers.

A

B

INTO THE NIGHT
FORDS ON WATER
George Square Theatre
7 Nov; 6.45, 8.50
The first film is a sharp, John
Landis comedy thriller, with a
beautiful girl on the run from
assassins. The second film is
about two Brtish youths on the
run.
THE TEMPEST
MILDRED PIERCE
George Square Theatre
9 Nov; 6.45, 8.30
This is Derek Jarman's version of
Shakespeare
with
tempting
Toyah. The second is one of Joan
Crawford's finest,

A.K.
COLONEL REDL
George Square Theatre
12 Nov; 6.45, 8.10
If you saw 'Ran' last week, this is a
documentary on its making. The
second is a superb film about an
outsider in Imperial Austria

DOMINION
447 2660
Newbattle Terrace
HEAVENLY PURSUITS
- 2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Marvellous comedy, SElt in Glasgow, with Tom Conti as a schoolteacher who finds his faith challenged
TOP GUN
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
With a single at No. 1 and Reagan
in the White House, this film
should run and run. Man of the ·
' moment Tom Cruise stars as a
stroppy fighter pilot falling love
with his yuppy instructor, played
by Kelly McGillis. Real men don't
fly F-14s.
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Still retained in Cinema 3, so catch
it before it goes. Marchant-Jhabvala-lvory's beautiful adaptation
of E. M . Forster's book about a
young girl's awakening .

c

229 3030
Lothian Road
TOP GUN
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
All hail to the Bratpack. Tom
Cruise stars as the irreverent
fighter pilot who breaks his own
macho rules and falls for pushy
aeronautics
professor
Kelly
McGill is. Brill if you like American
Soft Rock and the screech of F-14s
against a blue sky.
OTELLO
2.35,5.25.a.15
Stunning adaptation of the opera
onto the big screen, starring
Placido 'Pasta Man' Domingo.
HIGHLANDER
2.10, 5.10, 8.1 0
Christopher 'Subway' Lambert
stars as a highlander who discovers he is immortal and finally ends
up in seedy New York to do battle
with Sean Connery. Brilliant special effects.

0
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6677331
South Clerk street
RUTHLESS PEOPLE
2.00, 6.00, 8.40
New comedy starring the outrageous Bette Midler and the stunted
Danny de Vito from 'Taxi',
MONA LISA
2.15, 5.45, 8.30
Bob
Hoskins'
latest
mega
blockbuster as a recently released
jailbird, playing stooge to underworld boss Michael Caine,
DAY OF THE DEAD
1.45, 5.50, 8.15
You know, the usual stuff. Halfdead
creatures
mysteriously
resurrect and spend the rest of the
film terrorising a little community.
Much like EUSA hacks at election
time.
TEENWOLF
8 Nov; 1.45
Your one chance this week to see
Michael J. Fox turn into the hairy
creature we all suspected he was.
Anyhow, the youth discovers he is
a werewolf
BRING ON THE NIGHT
13 Nov; 2.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00
A one-day chance to see Sting
from The Police in his marvellous
jazz incarnation with a collection
of famous jazz players.

.::.B--=-E..,,..-=-D-=L_A'---_M A S S E M B L Y
2 Forrest Road
R O O M $
2259873
FAR FETCHED FABLES
THE AMBASSADOR'S SECRET
REHEARSAL
PASSION
1pm; 12 Nov
A triple bill for lunchtime
WHAT THE BUTLER SAW
Till 10th Nov; 7.30 pm
£2/£2.50/£3
By Joe Orton.

THEA T RE
WORKS· HOP
34 Hamilton Place
225 5425
"'}:ASF:, PLEASE, PLEASE
i2-'5 Nov; 8 'Jm
D (cone F2.50l
?,esented by the Theatre de Com'.l'icite. A 5how about sex, love,
1e? 1ousy w1tfi farr. 1y, !:-eds. !ea and
frustration (sounds just like any
+i ~~v ;n tf,!' S t•Jd'Oln! offices!).
:·1 1e neatre oe Compi1c1te \don't
know what it means) are developing the range of their work both in
style and content.
Yo ..:ng People' s Theatre Week is
on just now: phone tfieatre for
('lt>t~ i ls.

NETHERBOW
43 High Street
556 9579
TAM O'SHANTER
Till 22 Nov; 1.30 pm and 7.30 pm
£2.50 (cone £1 .50)
A puppet version of Burns'
epic; what could be better?

Gnnd!av Street
/29 O<jg7
7-2S \:ov : 7.45 pm
Fcom £2 .50
On 10 November there will be an
0 'ter-show discussion. By Sir W'!··a"' '" can write a play encapsulating a:t the mysteries of
hurnar ratu•e in five minutes"
Shakespeare. This guy w ;:: go far,
especially as he writes such class'c lines as, "Is this a dagger I see
before me?". Sheer brilliance, as
" ""sure you will agree.

54 George Street
225 3614
CHINA WEEK
Till 8 Nov
Different prices for different
events; student concessions available. Pretend you're the Queen
and go and sample "a taste of
China"

TRAVERSE
112 West Bow, Grassmarket
226 2633
HOOLIGANS
Till 9 Nov; 7.30 pm
Members £3.50; cone £2
Written by Jon Grant, performed
by the Tic Toe Theatre Company.
It's about three young lads who
are trapped in a living-room and
are in a bit of a quandary. Mick,
who realises that he's just cannon
fodder for the smoothies who
own and control his country (he's
not the only one!) goes AWOL on
his credit rating . (Well, it's an easy
thing to do when your surrounded
by all the "luxuries" in Jenners!)
REQUEST PROGRAMME
11-16 Nov; 7.30 pm
Prices as above
Written by Franz Xavier Kroetz
(bet you wish you had a name like
that; his friends just call him Franz
Xavier Kroetz for short), performed by Eileen Nicholas. A solo
drama portraying one woman's
loneliness and desperation in her
nice, neat flat.

2 Leven Street
229 1201
WHODUNNIT?
Till 8 Nov; 7.30 pm
(Saturday matinee 2.30 pm)
£5
By Antony Shaffer. One of these
" bet I can guess who the murderer
is before you" thrillers.
LENNY HENRY
9 Nov; 8 pm; £4
A one-man show from one of Britain's funniest men. Let's hope
he's back on form again after his
patchy TV series

XH I BS
TALBOT RICES C 0 TT I S H
GALLERVGALLERY
-=----'---'.:..__..:::_:::...._::_.:..___:_
Old College, South Bridge
667 1011
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
.Till 13 Dec
PRINTS FROM PEACOCK Selection of prints from Aberdeen's Peacock Printmakers.

94 George Street
225 5955
Till 26 Nov
JAMES COWIE, RSA - Various
paintings, drawings etc.
ALFONS B. JANSINSKI, RSW New paintings.

GALLERY OF 0 PEN
MODERN ART GA LL

E V E

ERV

Belford Road
Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5
Till 23 Nov
WILLIAM SCOTT - After getting
our wrists slapped the What's On
exhib writer brings you the details
of this major exhibition devoted to
this pioneer of abstract art - OK
now?

75 C•Jmberland Street
557 1020
Till 13 Nov
Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-4
CAROLA GORDON - Fabric collages and watercolours.
KATHLEEN
McLELLAN
Ceramics.

29 Market Street
225 2383
From 8 Nov
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
FROM TWO WORLDS - What
two worlds remains a secret till
you get down there; i.e. let's see if
your curiosity will get the better of
you .

226 4531
Till 10Jan
Mon-Fri 9.30-5, Sat 9.30-1
REPATRIATION - As you will
probably be able to dedcuce from
the_ title this is an exhib showing
varrous works which
have
recently returned to the land of the
haggis, kilts and hairy knees!-or
so some people seem to think.

NATIONAL
FRUITMARKET LIBRARY
C A M E O
---------==---=- GALLERY George IV Bridge
2284141
Home street
SID AND NANCY
4.20, 6.40, 9.00
Alex Cox's work on the life and
death of Sid Vicious and his murder of his girlfriend Nancy
Spungen in New York's seedy
Chelsea Hotel.
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A standard £1.50 student
rate h1
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shut on Sundays.

Fl LIVI HOSE

Matinees cost 50p; early15hows (S1
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Students are welcomed. Hire to al
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KB DEBATE
'( BU Coffee Lounge
lpm
"This House would declare Scotland a Nuclear-Free Zone."
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
1.10 pm
Parapsychology discussed by
Prof. Morris.
ANTI-APARTHEID GROUP
Chaplaincy Centre
5pm
Further meeting on the DadooNaicker Scholarship Campaign.
SCIENCE FOR PEOPLE
Functions Room in Postgrads
Union.
6pm
Outing to Torness, planned to be
Jperational in less than 12
11onths.
WOMEN'S GROUP
Somerville Room atthe Pleasance
7pm
DEBATES WORKSHOP
Middle Reading Room
7.30 pm
Improve those oratorical skills.
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
Beginners - McEwan Hall
Intermediate-Chaplaincy Centre
Advanced - Cham be rs Street
7.30pm
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Room at the Pleasance
7.30pm
Planning meeting for the MegaGreen event this ai.itumn: "The
Green Bazaar".
PLEASANCE JAll
Pleasance Bar
9pm
"Bebopallities" through the evening - a Happy Hour before they
start (8-9).

8

SCOTIISH UNIV DUAL SLALOM
Hillend
2-6pm
Count the number of wipe-outs
after the long summer lay-off. Call
552 6080 for entry forms. Prizes
and disco on offer later at Teviot.
DANCE MAHATHON
Wilkie House, Guthrie Street
7 pm-7 pm tomorrow
A 24-hour Dance Marathon
organised by ESCA.
If you're feeling remotely active,
join the cause- pick up sponsorship forms from ESCA Offices or
just join on the night.

SUN

9

NOV

HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Row Union
8-9pm
Recover from the weekend.
REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE
Upper library, Old College
10.lOfor 10.20am
.
Students, families and friends
welcome to attend.
INTRAL-MURAL BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
Sunday 9th Nov.
Pleasance Sports Centre,
12.30-3.30 pm.

MON10NOV

CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIATION
Teviot Middle Reading Room
1 pm
Monday lunch major attraction:
Central Edinburgh MP Alex
Flj!tcher.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
BALLET CLASS
Chambers St Ballroom
7-8pm
All beginners welcomed but
beware feeling those tummy muscles tomorrow: £1.50.
ECONOMICS SOCIETY
DHT's Faculty Room South
1 pm
PORTICO SOCIETY
Take an early lunch or just grab a
Fine Art Department
sandwich - well worth heading
1.30pm
Trip to Drumsheugh Baths- may to the DHT to hear the imperious
not sound too over-enamouring words of Gordon Wilson, SNP
leader.
but they were built in the 1880s.
ANIMAL RIGHTS
POOHSTICKS SOC
Somerville Room atthe Pleasance
St Leonard's Basement, Pollock · 7.30pm
8pm
AGM tonight with elections for all
Christopher's Advice: Be Gear or the various posts.
Gee Square .. .
DEBATES ELECTIONS
BEDLAM AUDITION
Balcony Room, Teviot Row
Och ii Room at the Pleasance
1 pm
7.30 pm
Try your hand forthe spring main- Elections for two first year comterm: Dr Faustus. Also, another mittee posts. All members must
chance to make it tomorrow; 2.30 attend today.
SCAG
at the Bedlam.
Wilkie House
PRESIDENIS' BALL
7pm
Teviot Row Union
Swimming night for the women.
Bpm-4am
·I t's here again! This year, it'll
revolve around the 50s. Features MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
include Rent Party playing 50s Chambers Street Ballroom
Jive; New York Pig Funkers sup- CONTEMPORARY CLASS
porting; Jazz with Charlie McNair;
6.15-7.15pm
the notorious trio of Merry Macs;
MODERN CLASS
and excellent stand-up comedian 7.30-8.30 Beginners
Bing Hitler in cabaret. If you're 8.30-9.30 Non-Beginners
going to splurge once this year,
STUDENT AID
What's On vouches you do it here.
Teviot Debating Hall
£17 with dinner, £9.50 without.
7.30pm
The second big meeting of the
NOT THE PRESIDENTS' BALL
year for the EU charity affiliated
Chambers Street
with Save the Children.
8 pm-2 am; £1 .75 at the door
Bands include The Primevals,
Tom McEwan and Magic Bob;
and a choice of discos - SuperMIDWEEK SERVICE
trog Disco upstairs and (over) Six- Chaplaincy Centre
ties Disco downstairs. All pro1.10pm
ceeds go to the Student Aid.
Rev. Margaret Forrester discussing "Esau: the Bartered Birthright".
LAGS
PEACE DAY SCHOOL
Pleasance Bar
Pleasance
7.30 pm
11 am-4pm
A member of the Gay SwitchThe Labour Club organising
board
speakers from both the Women's
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Peace Mov.ement and Faslane Potterrow
plus a session on Star Wars.
8pm
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WED12NOV

SAT

8

NOV
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NOV THUR 6 NOV

9

THE MISSION
Coasters
9pm; £4
Gloomy, suicide-invoking tunes,
from depressing Goth group. Not
the gig to go to for a laugh!
THE PROCLAIMERS
Nicky Tams
9 pm; Free
The Housemartins' support band
BOBBIN' JOHN
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
MUSIC CAREERS CONVENTION
Music library, 9 George IV Bridge
6-8 pm; Free
All you ever wanted to know
about a career in music.

MON10NOV
INTERNATIONAL LUNCHTIME
CONCERT
Assembly Rooms
1 pm; £2
World-famed violinist Kyung-Wha
Chung
CHARITY CONCERT
Queen's Hall
7.30 pm; £1.50
Fay Lenore from 'Take the High
Road' comperes an evening of
light entertainment in aid of the
Scottish Spinal Cord Injury
Association.

FRI 7 NOV
DC DESOUZA
Moray House
THE HEATERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
ORGAN RECITAL
Reid Concert Hall
1.10pm; Free
Stimulating music by Pachelbel,
Bohm and Brahms.
SNO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm; £2-£8
Celebration of the 1OOth anniversary of Liszt's death.

SAT

8

NOV

OWEN PAUL
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £4, £4.50
Nauseatingly tuneful tripe from a
group who are certainly not my
favourite waste of time.
ZERO ZERO
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
Competent Heavy Metal group. Is
there such a thing?
THE GUO BROTHERS
Assembly Rooms
8pm; £1.50
Highly respected duo perform
Chinese music on both Chinese
and Western instruments.

sco
Usher Hall
7.45 pm; £3-£8.50
Victorian and Edwardian ballads
with Bejamin Luxon (baritone),
Robert Tear (tenor) and Carl Davis
(conductor).

NOV

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
Free
MEADOWS CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
7.45pm;£1.50
Soloist Mi-Kyung Lee plays
Brahms' Violin Concerto,

TUES 11 NOV
ALISON MOYET
Playhouse Theatre
7.30 pm; £6, £7
Her solo singles haven't been as
strong as those from her partnership with Vince Clarke in Yazoo.
Nevertheless, this is a gig well
worth seeing.
CARMEN
King's Theatre
7.15 pm; £3-£15
No need for a translator as it is
sung in English, but bring plenty
of tissues.
PIANO DUET RECITAL
Reid Concert Hall
1.10pm; Free
Mendelssohn's Op. 83a variations
in B flat and Leighton's own
Sonata for four hands

WED12NOV
BOWJOVI
Playhouse Theatre
7.30 pm
If you haven't a ticket then you're
one of the fortunate few
THE PERISTALSIS BROTHERS
Boston Bean Co.
9 pm; Free
Ironic that a band so named
should be playing at this venue.
IOLANTHE
King's Theatre
7.15 pm; £3-£15
Gilbert and Sullivan

operetta

IFflb.MIFllOUS~

PATRON : BEL~S SCOTCH WHISKY

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Cinema 1
Until Sat 8

6.15 and 8.30

AN IMPUDENT GIRL (15)
Sun 9-Tue 11

6.45 and 8.45 (not 6.45 Sun)

THE HITCHER (18)
Wed 12 at 7.00
Special screening of John McGrath 's

BLOOD RED ROSES (PG)
The screening will be introduced by John McGrath, who will answer
questions from the audience afterwards.

Cinema2
Thu 6at 6.15

YEAR OF THE HARE+ SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT
Double bill in the season of Nordic films.
Fri 7 and Sat 8 at 6.30

CUL-DE-SAC + REPULSION
From Sun 9

6.15 and 8.30

THE LEGEND OF SURAM FORTRESS (PG)
50p Matinees this week: TIGHTROPE (Thu 6); SURAM FORTRESS
(Fri 7); THE HITCHER (Mon 10); THE SURE THING+ DESPERATELY
SEEKING SUSAN (Tue 11, Wed 12); IMITATION OF LIFE (Thu 6);
CULE-DE-SAC- + REPULSION (Fri 7).

BOX OFFICE INFORMATION 228-2688
CONCESSIONS AVAILABLE FOR FULL TIME STUDENTS
(REMEMBER TO BRIN YOUR STUDENT CARD)

What the Critics saw
THE WOODCUTTER

DRAMA

Bedlam; 29th Oct
Bedlam's Woodcutter on Wednesday , hugely adapted from
Moliere, was inspired gibberish
trousers all the way through and
no doubt the old fraud was twirling at the copious Metro language
but Betty Blue kids we' re not
aubergines any more are we?
Rowan Somerville's Valentino
on a minimum grant (eloquent
trouser gestures) played Blake to
Melanie Blood's Joan Collins suspendered
what-the-butler-saw
vamp in an orgiastic spin rinse of
sizzling Cafe Cava flambe which
just burned up the Justins and
Rebeccas and the Sophies. Why
don't these people just Pear-tree?
Cold halibut compared to Kate
Allen's non-singing Mama Cass
role, curved over the absurdity of
her fractured lemon cheescake
Thatcher dialogue, buttressed in a
never constrictingly full figured
persona.
That lunchtime transcended

WHAT THE BUTLER SAW
Bedlam; 5-10 Nov
"You're in a madhouse.
Unusual behaviour is the order of
the day." Set in a psychiatrist's
consulting room, Orton's play
questions the concepts of "normality" and "sanity" and satirises
our easy acceptance of them.
The farcical chain of events is
set in motion by the psychiatrist
Prentice's attempt to seduce his
new secretary, Geraldine. Inevitably, his wife enters just at the
wrong moment, and Prentice's
increasingly desperate attempts to
cover up have increasingly bizarre
consequences.

Mainterm
Charges
of
transvestism,
importuning little bell-boys, murder , general perversity and, above
all, insanity are levelled at Prentice (although no one actually
considers suggesting attempted
adultery).
As the title indicates, the play is :
also a parody of the "Run For
Your Wife" type of farce so prevalent in the commercial theatres of
the West End. Characters run
around with trousers round their
ankles or indeed with no trousers
at all, and this element is pushed
into absurdity by the genderswapping later in the play. What
sets Orton's play apart from the
objects of his satire is a tremendous wit and verbal power not
often associated with sexual farce.

BURKE AND HARE

Photo: Tony Segrave

rehearsal, a number of passages
were rendered inaudible by
actors' exaggerated emotion, and
at times the acting was generally
over-stylised, particularly from
one or two of the less experienced
members of the cast. However,
Angus Macfadyen as Rance and
James Wallace as Prentice turned
in good performances, while Jus·
tine Prestwich caught the naivete
of Geraldine and Kate Bankart,
the hypocritical bluster of Mn
Prentice.

This can, however, lead to performance difficulties, in that it is
not easy to make every funny,
incisive line count when the
characters are rushing around in
The play text calls for a few
fairly sophisticated technical
farcical style. During the dress

369 Gallery; until 22nd Nov
You couldn't have chosen two
more contrasting exhibitions if.
you'd tried. The bright, almost
gaudy colours of Joyce Cairns'
work compared to the earthy,
ethnic qualities in the ceramic
sculptures and the stone rubbings
on cloth in the Emergencies exhibition.
Joyce Cairns' work describe
scenes she has experienced, the
main influence on her work being
her home, the Aberdeen harbour
village of Footdee _with its naval
and merchant shipping. The
scenes in h~r . large oil paintings
become a bit iumbled, ~he bnght.
strokes of colour spre_ad!ng across
the surfac~ of the pamtmg, causmg the Viewer to become confused .
Lots of faces stare out at you

EXHIBS

Actually, I enjoyed it rather too
much for an objective journalistic
type to admit to freely .
Make mine a number 3 Mandy.
Jeremy! stop that orangutang
from eating ptY dictionary . Ping
ping ping.
David Stenholl!I
Edinburgh's two famous entrepreneurs went into the murder
trade. Born in starving and
oppressed Ireland, they both
grow up familiar with violence
and came to Scotland to make
good, which they do by selling
bodies to Dr Knox . Although an
interesting critique of E nglish
Imperialism and racial bigotory,
the play ultimately succeeds as a
human story about two people
who try to claim a little portion of
happiness, and fail.

(with an arm movement, a corpse
suddenly becomes a figure drinking). As a result , the play hurtles
along, dragging the audience
through the weak parts and managing to fit a remarkable amount
of thought and feeling into an
hour and 45 minutes.
Evans tries to explain why

Brecht's influence
ous, in the use of songs, the fac·
tual statements that locate scenes
and the rhyming introduction.
But it remains an influence. Evans
does not try to alienate his audience, but forces them to see two
horror-show heroes in a new way
Andrew Sparrow

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
McKinsey & Co.,

international management consultants, invite applications for the post of

In Emergencies, both the wall
hangings and the sculptures were
inspired by ancient standing
stones. The stone rubbings by
Marianna Lines are made of cotton dyed using heather· The other
brighter colours made from beetroot_, red cabbage, rosehips,
mangold and others. The rubbings show the ancient Pict symbols on stones from North
America and Scotland. They capture the intrigue and power of
symbols and motifs of an ancient
world in a unique way.
The ceramics of Lesley-May
Miller seem all to be based on a
single standing stone, though

I

Martin Croome directs with sufficient pace and certainly succeeds
in conveying the farcical element
of the play, effectively using
Matthew Sleigh's versatile set and
building the action into - as one
of the characters says - a good
climax.
Colin Hancock

which one I'm not sure. Some of
the stones let loose the image of a
woman who in turn puts across an
image of fertility. They have been
made from Raku, earthenware
and porcelain, the manner in
which she has used the material
gives an image of the ancient.
Neither half of the Emergencies
exhibition could really stand on its
own and . it takes both of them
complementing each other to
from around the scenes of houses create an exciting exhibition.
·or boats but always with the sea in
Robbie Carswell
the background. Though they
stare out, they still seem to be
preoccupied with their own
thoughts . This exhibition is rather
mediocre; each painting doesn't
show much more than the last
with the exception of her smaller
oil paintings on board which supply a much more powerful and
more simple image.

Red Cabbage
NEW PAINTINGS BY
JOYCE CAIRNS;
CERAMIC SCULPTURE
BY LESLEY-MAY
.
MILLER; AND STONE
RUBBINGSBY
MARIANNA LINES

effects, and although some are
obviously i.Mpossible in a small
theatre with few resources, Charlie Barron and his crew have
worked to realise• those that are
practical.

Traverse; 28th Oct-2nd Nov
When the Government pursues
its Arts policy to its illogical conclusion and judges plays on~ costeffective basis (how many ideas
per minute, say), Patrick Evans,
writer and director of Burke and
Hare, can expect to do rather
well. His dialogue is short and
clear. Most of his scenes last for
about three minutes. Scene
changes are remarkably swift

questions of value and legitimacy
resonant with a gutturall pre-ectu'.
cated cry which seemed to deny its
own seminal importance , its existential woolly support stocking
tweak tweak take me to th~
Guilded Balloon Muriel and I'll
a anot er VauxhalL

BUSINESS ANALYST
Please send your application to
Graduation Selection,
170 Kennington Park Road,
London SE114BT.
For further information contact
Adrian Burford or Virginia Cowie on 01-582 0167.
Details are also held at your Careers Service.

N.B: Closing Date - November 21, 1986.

Nice Legs

Peter Darrell has been Artistic director of the Scottish BaJlet
since its creation in 1969. Since then it has become one of the
foremost companies in the world, as well as taking ballet
throughout Scotland. Fly Freeman spoke to him about
touring, funding and looking to the future.

-SALL ET

thirty years since Peter
iormed his own company,
he has been a pioneer in extending
the field of ballet. His company,
originally Western Theatre Ballet,
was one of the first to operate outside London . But why did he want
to leave London?
"There's a lot of money in London and that sort of attitude-it's
too complacent. I wanted a fairly
big company and to do things my
way, London wasn't the place for
that . They've got it already. I
thought it better to go elsewhere
... virgin territory ."

GISELLE
'i(ing.s; 28th Oct-1st Nov
After this century's great and
xciting developments m dance,
~rom Daighilev and the Paris
opera right up to today's ~ajor
choreographers, 1t 1s sometimes
hard to drum up enthusiasm for an
old chestnut such as Giselle. The
difference in the alternatives is
similar to having to choose between Rudolph Valentino silent in
black and white and Gerard
Depardeau
in
glorious
technicolour. I approached the
King's Theatre without as much
enthusiasm as usual, at the prospect of an eveni ng's dance.
But the Scottish Ballet's production proved these feelings in
part to be misplaced prejudice.
Peter Darrel, ki ng-pin and artistic
director of the company, has
adapted the choreography to
emphasise the energy and drama
of the piece. His dancers are a
very well-trained group who
danced with skill and joy. The 40strong orchestra was excellent.
The story of the ballet is
roughly this: a young man , who
though a prince and engaged
already , disguises himself as a
peasant and strikes up a lighthearted affair with our heroine,
Giselle. She falls heavily for his
charm and nice legs, throws over
her previous swain, then leads the
village folk in much joyful dancing. All is happiness and light until
the rejected lover reveals that the
prince is a Prince. Giselle does not
believe this until who should walk
in but the Prince's fiancee . The
discovery that her"love is hopeless
causes Giselle - in the best
romantic tradition - to go mad

What about the demands of the
audience?
"They love them. In fact it 's a
catch-22 situation : you develop
the full-length classics - the
people then want to see them
again and again. Contemporary
dance is going through a bad stage
in our theatres - it 's just not filling them . We could do Swan
Lake for 52 weeks of the year and
make money - but I wouldn 't
have any dancers left."

"I wanted a fairly big company

and

to

do

things my way. L9ndon wasn't the place for that."
After a couple of false starts,
Western Theatre Ballet ended up
in Glasgow twenty years ago as
The Scouish Ballet. In what way is
this a Sco11ish ballet?
"We try and employ Scottish
dancers. When we first came up
all the dancers from here were
elsewhere, but they're starting to
come back now . Our policy is , if
there's a good Scottish dancer trying for a place we'll employ him or
Brittle dancing from the willies.
and kill herself. This is not the end
of her however; she rises from her
grave in the forest as a ghost - or
rather as a particular kind of ghost
called a willie (yes, a willie) .
When the Prince comes to grieve
at her grave the other willies capture him . Though Giselle pleads
prettily for him , he is condemned
by the Queen Willie to dance to
exhaustion.
The Corps de Ballet performed
the peasant dances of Act I in the
spirit, if not the style, of
Brueghel's Wedding Feast. There·

her."

was some neat footwork and
lovely fluid dancing from the four
main dancers, especially the second girl. Act 2 saw some very brittle dancing from the willies, dressed effectively in thin gauze rather
than the traditional long tutu.
Darrell's production brings out
the menace of these dancers to an
unusual but striking extent.
Giselle and the Prince danced
their parts with great style. Judy
Mahokey was particularly attractive in the title role.
Fly Freeman

sco

Matthias Bamert - luxuriating in sheer richness.

SNO

And its's good for the dancers?
" Essential."

·CLASSICAL

Usher Hall; 31st Oct
tan tonality, however, he seems to
By the time Elgar wrote his be prepared to allow the depth
Cello Concerto, Webern and .and passion of the music to be
Schoenberg had abandoned tradi- heard. Scored for a huge
tional musical forms. By program- orchestra of Gume- Keder proporming it with two earlier 20th cen- tions, Pe/leas und Melisande portury works, Webern's Passacaglia trays the half-lit world of Maeterand Schoenberg's Pelleas und linch's play in a susta ined exercise
Melisande, Bamert emphasised of almost unbearable rapture,
the valed ictory nature of the con - stretching the Romantic idiom to
certo, placing it in the context of a its limits. Bamert rightly fo llowed
farewe ll to the full-blown Roma n- the temptation to luxuriate in the
ticism of his earlie r works. As sol- sheer richness of the orchestral
oist,
Ralph
Kirschbaum , texture, without losing grip of the
emphasised the introspective side structure.
of the work and its retreat from
The Webern , with its shifting
full expressiveness into bitter- textures and alternating moods ,
sweet lame ntation.
· required more control. But even
Bamert's interpretations have here , when the music turned to
in the past often seemed cold and passionate lyricism Bamert was
prone to unyielding objectivity. In able to extract beautifully comthe dissolving world of post-Tris- mitted playing from the orchestra.
Colin Moodie

And touring?
"We split the company in two ,
so that we can go to the really
small places: when we started,
areas such as the Islands had
hardly seen ballet. Now we go regularly and they love it. "
. The classics such as Giselle form
a very important part of SB 's
repertoire . Why is this so when
there has been so much development in contemporary dance?
"Well , I believe in the classics
-they're a yardstick for any company to be judged by."

VALERIE GILLIES

Chambers Street ; 3rd Oct
Queen 's Hall ; 30th Oct
Valerie Gillies is a Scottish poet,
In this concert three of the
works of Sir Michael Tippett were a freelance writer and graduate of
Edinburgh University. On Moninterspersed with pieces by Purcell and Stravinsky. The opening day she spoke to the Poetry Socipiece, Purcell's Suite of Dances ety.
She started the reading with a
from the Faery Queen, was given a
somewhat spiritless performance. few poems re fl ecting on her days
Next came Tippett's Songs for studying in the south of India durAriel which suffered from a lack of ing the 1970s. Tiger Takes A ll is
balance between the tenor, Nigel about a man she fell in love with .
Robson , and the instrumental
accompaniment.
The Fantasia Concertante on a
theme of Corelli was originally
composed by Tippett for the
Edinburgh Festival in 1953 and
has since become one of his bestknown and loved works. With its
rich lyricism and baroque structure this work provided an opportunity for some vibrant playing on
the part of the three soloists, John
Tunnell, Rosemary Ellison and
Kevin McCrae.
The second half of the concert
began with a perfunctory rendition of Stravinsky's Dumbarton
Oaks Concerto. This was followed by the major work of the
evening, Tippe tt's three-part song She says: "Only the naked exercycle, Songs For Dov , conducted cise of power is tiger in your valby the composer himself. In struc- ley," the poem characterising her
ture the composition takes the femininity. sensitivity and perforn1 of a musical and verbal col- sonal style of writing. (Perh aps
lage. In th e libretto , Goethe, not coincidentally the audience at
Homer and Pasternak are laced the reading was predominantly
together with contemporary female.) Her work is also characphrases, whilst the music is an terised by a "Scottishness", which
eclectic mix of musical quotes and is reflected in her frequent use of
styles ranging from jazz to Mous- Romantic imagery with a "down
to earth " realism . For example, in
sorgsky.
Horse Fever, she describes her
Scott C. Styles young son: the "h1tman of Cos-

Does this make your sponsors
more inclined to push for the old
favourites rather than new works?
"Yes . Obviously a new production of a major ballet has a certain
assured success. That is more
attractive to sponsors than something entirely new - but we've
been very successful with sponsors; everything we do is funded
- we can't complain. "
But will we see some original
work from the SB in the future?
" Definitely. After the Christmas season I'm doing a ballet
based on Pirates of Penzance
which is basically a romp. Then
we have two new ballets in the
pipeline for the Gla~gow Garden
Festival. And , of course, something very special for the Cultural
Centre Year in 1990.

POETRY
sacks reaches manhood : and
reaches out for a chocolate
ciga rette".
Gillies also writes a lot of
"place" poetry . as she says:
"While my husband fis hes for
trout I fi sh for poems. by the river
bank." She also observes the
inter-relationship o{ people ,
places a nd animals. but her obser-

vations a re psychological rather·
than political.
Valerie Gillies concerns herself
with the si mple small things in life
and shares her femininity with
poets like Fleur Alcock and writers like l\atherine Mansfield . In
the future she sees herself doing
more "place" poems and working
closer to a balladic style, as she
wishes to perform with folk musicia ns.
Ceri Wiiiiams

Ruthless and Impudent
RUTHLESS PEOPLE
ODEON
Dir: Zucker , Abrahams, Zucker

Ruthless People is the
sort of rubbish designed
with the single intention of
reinforcing every firmly
rooted or even partly conceived prejudice against
America that you might
possess. As a whole it is as
loud, stupid, aimless and
flabby as any· of the supposed "characters" that
stain the celluloid with
their achingly pathetic
attempts at comedy.

Danny Devito, famous from his
days in Taxi, once more adopts
the role of a "comic heavy" in
Stone, the ruthless Beverly Hills
husband. As he and his not-sodevoted mistress, Carol, are plotting his wife's murder, she is ironically "rescued" from such a fate
by a couple of somewhat "goodnatured" kidnappers , who have
even taken preparatory care to
refurbish the spare room for their
victim .
Bette Midler re-echoes in Barbara Stone her recent Down and
Out in_ Beverly Hills character of

the spoilt, overweight H ollywood
wife who goes into recluse (in this
instance by being kidnapped) and
in doing so "rediscovers" herself.
This time the change is literal
and metaphorical as Barbara
sweats and starves her way
through the humdrum of captive
life , reinforcing the Beverly Hills
belief that the path to success lies
in a good dose of fruit salad and
Jane Fonda!
Enough said. Don 't sec it.
Mona Arain

This is not a healthy situation
for Americans. Nor is it a healthy
situation for the team that created
·successes like Airplane or Kentucky Fried Movie . But then
nothing obsessed with money ,
slobbery and humour of the genital kind can really be healthy.
Especially when communicated
through the medium of bad acting.
Charlotte Gainsbourg and a dwarf in An Impudent Girl.
and wants to run away from her
loving, but teasing, family, and
from herself. Her roughly
FILMHOUSE
moulded, sulky face isn 't unat·Dir: Claude Miller
tractive but she feels ugly and left
This is a very watchable film , out. Charlotte has great, undenot great but it has some good , fined hopes and unchannelled
poignant moments. The sensitive desires.
pacing and intricacies of character
Charlotte
Gainsbourg
is
portrayal is typical of so .much absorbing as Charlotte - awkFrench cinema, something that ward , unsure, appealling but
would probably be enriched were never gamin . Lulu , played by
the script not blurred by the limi- Julie Glenn , is a sick little girl who
tations of subtitles. But then sub- is bitterly envious of Clara, but
tlety and sensitivity of form isn 't who compensates for her illness
everything. For all the pleasant with a mad energy. She wants
meandering , is the film nothing Charlotte to "run about like
more than a journey into the com- crazies", not understanding Charplexities of adolescence? I'm not lotte's move into adolescence.
really sure.
Charlotte is thirteen, French ,
This affectionate , gently amuslives with her father and brother, ing film , which won two French
and has grown four inches in the Oscars, has none of the smoulderlast six months. If she goes on ing sexuality sometimes seen in
growing, says her brother insensi- films about children/adolescents.
tively , she'll be a circus freak at Our emotions are with Charlotte,
eighteen. Her father jokingly not with the cameraman who
compares her hair pleat to a dog views he r.
turd. Charlotte, not surprisingly,
finds her house petty and lousy
Linda Kerr

AN IMPUDENT GIRL

BRING ON THE NIGHT
' ODEON
Dir: Michael Apted
·Bring on the Night claims to be
something special in the line of
rockumentaries - the story of a
band's conception , filmed during
the nine days of rehearsal preceding and including its first performance. The settings were chosen
to enhance the film, and the band
of course l;>e!ongs to one Gordon

Sumner, otherwise known as
Sting.
So we move to and from various
enchanting Paris locations a nd the
lavish Bourbon mansion where
the band practice in a room saturated with the trappings of past
decadence . But nowhere can we
move away from Sting. Sting and
the cameras, Sting and his microphone, Sting and an interview ,
Sting and his sanctimonious ego.
He just takes himself too seriously, and so does the film. A lack
of real passion Qr creative tension
cannot be replaced by pompous
interviews and stylish filming. ·
The band , though , are great.
Probably some of the finest young
black jazzlrock musicians in
America. Charismatic and funny, ·
The music is-pretty good too ,
·
and to see a drummer like Omar
Hakim pounding out perfect
-rhythm through an explosion of
arms and legs is fantastic.
It doesn't, though, justify shots
of Sting literally cutting the umbil1cal cord of his minute-old child
who was born during this period .
The camera zooms in as he wipes
away a tear. The myth , the ego,
the man pervades. .
Matthew Catting

The plot essentially revolves
around everyone trying to get
their hands on Sam Stone's fortune , who in turn is trying to get
his hands on his wife's inheritance.

A couple of ruthless prats, part of Ruthless People.

Winners!
The winners of last week's Day of the Dead
competition can pick up their Free Day of the Dead Tshirts and double tickets ·at the Student Office, 48
Pleasance , this Monday. Their names and the best
captions follow:
Kildby De'ath
Martin Ross
Paul Partner
Andrew Gray
Steven Palmer

" OK. I admit it. I'm English."
" Hey ,. you're not
Jackson !"

Michael

''I'm looking for Dawn of the
dead . Is she arou nd?"

ODEON FILM CENTRE CLERKSTREET667°~ 331 /2
FROM FRIDAY 7th NOVEMBER
ODEON1
This zany comedy will have you crying with laughter.
DANNY DE'VITO, BETTE MIDLER

RUTHLESS PEOPLE (18)

"Excuse me. ls this the Agricultural Department?"

STING COMPETITION

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_

Keith Moon
Barrie Heptonstall
Walker Yule
Andrew Sparrow
John Arbuckle

Separate programmes at 2.00, 6.00, 8.49.
Sunday 6.00, 8.40.

ODEON2
The most explosive thriller of the '80s.
BOB HOSKINS, MICHAEL CAINE, CATHY TYSON

MONA LISA (18)
By answering the following brainSeparate programmes at 2.15, 5.45, 8.30.
teasers . you could win one of the
Sunday 5.45, 8.30.
five double Bring on the Night tickets or Bring on the Night LPs. t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---i
Answers to the Student office, 48 ODEON3
Pleasance, by 2 pm this Monday.
The darkest day of horror the world has ever known!
GEORGE A.·ROMERO'S
The film is only running for one
DAV OF THE DEAD (18)
day , Thursday the 13th . Shows ·
are at 2 pm, 5 pm , 7 pm and 9 pm .
Separate programme!; at 1.45, 5:50, 8.15.
Saturday/Sunday 5.50, 8.15. ·
Thanks again to the Odeon, in
conjunction with The Other t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :
·~
~
Record Shop.
THIS SATURDAY AFTERNOONi Michael J . Fox TEENWOLF (PG)
Separate programmes at 1.45 and 4.00. All seats £1 .50.

I. Name one band Sting has been
in.
2. who do you phone if burgla~
strike?
3. Which letters are missing from
this word: P-lic-?

_.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
STING COMPETITION
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

THIS SATURDAY AT 11.45 PM

ROBERT HALPERN
The world's funniest hypnotist will mystify and amaze you.

All -

£2.50. Leta Bar.

. Thursday 13th November for One Day
A unique Documentary on the formation of a band.
STING

BRING ON THE NIGHT (15)
Separate programmes at 2.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00.
STUDENTS

All SPats £1 50 Pxcept Friday/Sa t u rday
on prP<;P.ntdt1on of Matnc C;:trds

Eve ntr'q

Alive and Kicking
Graeme Souness, player-manager with Rangers, is one of the most successful
and controversial names in Scottish football today. Paul Jeffrey spoke to him
about his aims and opinions.
Graham Souness is one of the
most successfu l men in football
today . Contrary to his image, he
also appears to be a. somewhat
retiring man , whose mformahty
puts a person quickly at ease.
Since becoming player-manager
of Rangers, he has taken on arguably his biggest chall enge yeL ~e
has achieved almost everything m
football. having won three
League Cups, five League Championships and three European
Cups with Liverpool. To this
impressive tally he has already
added the Skol Cup , the first of
what he hopes will be an equally
remarkable string of Scottish honours.

own self-discipline when he got
sent off at Hibs on the first day of

trophy this season. Souness said
he would be content with this tally

He felt that football needs thinning down generally. " Everybody
in life holds their own level. The
fittest survive, the best deserve
their rewards." Thus he felt the
number of clubs would gradually
be reduced , and more semi-pro-

"I try to stick to what I know,
and that is football."
Souness refused to comment on
his views outside the realm of
football, and was unforthcoming
when quest ioned about his
attitude to sectarianism on the terraces. "I try and stick to what J
know , and that is football ," was
his reaction to the suggestion that
he might take a lead in trying to
improve fans ' behaviour. As
Brian Clough has proved at Nottingham Forest, it is possible for a
successful manager to influence
crowds, yet this clearly cut no ice
with the Rangers manager.

Originating from a tough district of Edinburgh, Souness is a
somewhat unusual personality to
be involved in Scottish football.
Until recently the Scottish League
was regarded as the poor relation
of its equivalent south of the border. However, with the arrival of
Souness, bringing with him his
wealth of international experience, and the subsequent signing
of England internationalists Chris
Woods and Terry Butcher, Scottish football is enjoying a revival.
Attendances continue to rise, and
Souness claims that might be
partly due to the structure of the
Premier Division with a greater
frequency of big games generating
increased interest. He was also
willing to suggest his own arrival
had something to do with this
trend. However, he also ob,served
a certain parochialism about Scottish footb alling circles, . citing a
recent example of criticism he
received for being late in posting
up his team list before a big
match.
Since leaving Edinburgh for
Tottenham at the age of fifteen,

"You cannot be serious!" Souness just seconds after his ordering off in the first game of the
season.
Photo : David Yarrow
the season. Most fundamental to
his footballing philosophy is "play
the game simply". Judging by the
entertainment provided by recent
Rangers' matches , this is so far
proving profitable.
Rangers have already won one

if the club made a good showing in
t)le league , and had a run in the
Scottish Cup. He also favoured
the recently proposed British
Cup, adding sardonically, " It
could take a few years for Rangers
to get a team good enough to beat
Liverpool. "
'

'-···

Edinburgh University
Student Publications Board
There are several vacancies for co-opted members
onEUSPB.

·Applications should be addressed to:
Graphic: Gavin MacDonald
Souness has ~en influenced by
some of the greatest l\ames in
f~tball , including Bob Paisley. at_
Liverpool and Jock Stein. He has
had ample opportunity to study
successful management in action
and has tried to introduce some of
the~ techniques at Rangers. He
rnamtains that "not fairly disciplined" but "disciplined" is the way
t? run a club. This begs the question as to what happened to his

condemning this policy. When
asked about this most contentious
topic, Souness appeared to be
He
somewhat
embarrassed.
claimed that having been away
from Scotland for seventeen
yea rs, he could stand back from
the controversy. He stated that
"only narrow-minded people"' got
caught up in such a dispute . He is
prepared to sign any player,
Catholic or Protestant, if he could
help strengthen Rangers' bid for
trophies . He added that his wife is
Catholic. "I could never follow a
policy like that, " was hi~ final
comment on the subject.

1HE CONVENER,
EUSPB,
48 lHE PLEASANCE,
by Monday, 10th November.
Applicants will be informed of their interview time
in the following week.

It

fessional teams would emerge,
especially in England.
Rangers FC is widely seen as
operating a sectarian policy: they
have no Catholic players on their
staff. The EUSA Annual General
Meeting passed a motion last year

Souness is not afraid of criticism . He asserts that he has never
been popular as a player, yet for
him success has always been more
important. This success shows
every sign of continuing at Rangers, increasingly on the management side, as the years tick by
(Souness is now thirty-three). His
friendly yet reserved managerial
manner was unexpected in a man
with his tough reputation. However, he avoided the issue of
players' large wage packets saying, " it's all relative" when it was
suggested that footballers get paid
too much. As a "footballer's footballer" though, Graeme Souness
is clearly a resoundingly successful man.

AIDS :the need for educ~tion
Edinburgh has one of the highest percentages of AIDS sufferers in Britain.
Little is known about this new disease, yet it generates a plethora of myth
.and misinformation. Richard Scorer looks at the attitudes and misconceptions. surrounding AIDS.
AIDS: perhaps the greatest
single threat to the social fabric in
the last two decades of the 20th
century. This is the disease the
experts are already comparing
with the bubonic plague. Yet on
no other issue are govemmentsparticularly our own-so dilatory
in their response, so reluctant to
confront the problem in all its horrifying enormity. And perhaps no

sexual preferences. Jn Africa,
where the spread of the disease is
more rapid , AJDS is primarily a
heterosexual
affliction.
In
California, homosexuals make up
the majority of the sufferers. In
Scotland , its victims are mainly
drug users. The false public perception of AIDS as an exclusively
"gay problem" reflects the paucity
of public information on the issue.

WHAl tS SAFE SEX?·
other problem is so shrouded in
misinformation and confused
public perceptions.
Certainly the size of the problem is alarming: if Britain follows
the US pattern, deaths from
AIDS by 1992 could total 400 a
month , leaving no family
untouched. And neither, the
experts admit, is a cure in the
offing. The drug companies, spurred on by the promise of a fortune
if they make a breakthrough,
doggedly search for a cure, but in
vain. And now new strains of
AIDS are developing, one of the
most frightening of which
threatens to turn its victims into
"human vegetables" . Dr Roy .
Brettle, an Edinburgh specialist,
says that AIDS is a disease for
which no cure is likely to be found
in the foreseeable future - in
which case, government action to
control the disease through other
means is essential.
The tabloids call it the "gay
plague". But the only thing this
sensationalism accurately reflects
is the enormity of the -menace.
AIDS , in fact , is no respecter of

Why , then , is education such a
problem? Why are the authonttes
so hesitant to give people the
facts? Education, after all, has•
stabilised the disease in San Fran- ·
cisco and Amsterdam. · One
reason is that material on AIDS ,
to be truly informative, has to be
sexually explicit. Campaigns have
to refer to activities normally
withheld from the public domain .
the full-page advertisements published in national newspapers earlier this year evoked a furious
response from so-called "moral
majority" groups who argued that
terms like "anal intercourse" used
in the advertisements could "corrupt" children. Experts feel, however. thatthe value of information
campaigns is greatly diminished if
their language has to be heavily
circumscribed.
AIDS, as we all know, is an
Edinburgh problem. Our city, as
The Scotsman said recently, has
been "thrown into the front line".
The problem is comparable to
that faced by New York now, and
in Edinburgh the disease is
spreading at twice the rate. And

Beware

yet the nature of Edinburgh's
AIDS problem gives the lie to
many of the conventional
stereotypes associated with the
disease.
For one thing, AIDS in Edinburgh is not mainly a gay problem ,
although it does affect the
homosexual community. The
authorities have encountered it
primarily among the dru~ takers
in the city's estates - particularly
Muirhouse-where 85 per cent of
heroin addicts are affected by the.
disease, 15 per cent with probable
fatal consequences. Seventy per
cent of Edinburgh 2,500 sufferers .
are drug misusers , 14 per cent are
·homosexuals , 12 per cent are
haemophiliacs, and 1 per cent are
heterosexual. These facts provide
the key to tackling the disease in
an Edinburgh context.
According to the specialists,
three crucial steps are needed to
reduce the disease to manageable
proportions. The first of these is
widespread and effective public
education. The. second is the provision of more resources to treat
the disease. The cost of looking
after an AIDS patient can be as
much as £100,000 per annum,
meaning that Edinburgh will need
£5-£10 million next year. and
thirdly , a wide consensus exists
among experts that the spread of
AIDS among drug users can only
be halted by making clean needles
and syringes available, so that
users are not obliged to share and
hence contract the disease.
At present, however, these
proposals appear to stand little
chance of success. The government is unsympathetic: for Scottish Office Minister John Mackay
AIDS is " not a special case". It is

"j ust another one of the problems
of the Health Service". Since,
according to Mackay, it could
"easily be prevented by people
changing their lifestyles", extra
cash for the problem is unwar-

NO.

Injecting dnig dten are at ruk if the)
.share needles or other equipment. 8)
far the beot •olutioo is .not to inject a
a.ll. Those who pcr>lst, should notsb•r
equipment.
However. the major dsk of mf<'clio1
is through $ex.
'fil1e oexual partllers someone
bu the more l~ly llley are to have sex
with an infected person.
Clillla&do1'm QD casual relation,h1Jl$
cuts dcwn the risk.
Th.e next line Qf defenao is to know
wbat is safe sexual practice aud what

i.enot.

contrary advice of experts: "I am
personally, and in principle
against it. " He dismisses the fact
that in Amsterdam , where clean
needles and syringes are pro- ·
vided , AIDS has been brought
under control and drug addition
has not increased . And he reaffirms that the govenrment does
not intend to step up fundi ng for
community drug initiatives, nor
even for fighting the disease itself
Rather , as Mackay sees it, th~
problem lies elsewhere - in the
permissive society . "The great
danger is the danger of ' Oh, it
won't happen to me' - the drug
misuser and the homosexual both

''I find it surprising that
churches are not more forth.
coming on this issue. I think they
have a terrific opportunity to say
there is ootjust moral merit, but
physical merit in the conventional
view
of
Christian
morality."
John MacKay, Scottish Office
Minister oo the subject of AIDS.

USexual intercourse with an
infected person is risky.
LI Using" sheath reduces the risk
o( A!DS a.nd other diseases.
Ullectal sex involves the highest
risk ond should be a.-oided.
UADy act that damages the penis.
vagina, aous or mouth is dangerous particularly if it causes
blced.ing.
U Intimate ldssmg with an infected
-non ma be risk .

Government Health Warning
which
appeared
in
national newspapers.
ranted. One solution, thinks the
Minister, is for AIDS patients to
"pay for treatment themselves" .
Moreover, Mackay is adamant
that the health authorities should
refuse to issue clean syringes and
needles to addicts, despite the

Macattack!

Since the humble beginnings of the Merry Mac Fun Show at Bedlam over Scotland and Duncan sees give concessions as far as possible.
lunchtime shows, it has now grown into a co-operative which tours this as another important feature
The research they do before
throughout Scotland. Craig McNicolasks them about their activities and of the co-operative. Whereas the' embarking on such tours does not
the philosophy behind their success.
Fun Show played to a mainly mid- consist of checking stage sizes or
The Merry Mac Fun Show - a as well as a spring tour.
dle-class ,
young,
anglified possible accommodation, but
It was as a "bloody boiling" _Stockbridge audience in the rather what sort of show the locals
tartan-clad enigma or something a
little more disturbing? Who an; reaction to the likes of Russ Theatre Workshop this weekend , will want and what they are able to
they, what to they stand for, Abbott's stereotyped Scotsman they reckon that fewer than one in afford. For this reason thev have
(the drunken , swearing, wife-bat- ~en of their venues are like this . to have a wide range of material
where do they get those clothes?
Well , the first thing to do is tering football fan) that the first
clear up a point of confusion that performances came about. From
perplexes many people (them- there the Fun Show have
selves included) . The Merry Mac appeared on Wogan, Harty, the
Fun Show are but one part of a front cover of the Observer suplarger organisation, the Merry plement , Get Fresh and Radio
Mac Fun Co. Formed exactly two Forth. With the addition of a
years ago, the Fun Show played at fourth member , German lanlunchtime in the Bedlam both as a guage student Mary McFanreaction against the usual sort of shawe , the Fu11 Show received
performances held there and as a very favourable reviews at this
vehicle for "asserting Scottishness year's Fringe for their perforMacattack
and
and deconstructing myths" (which mances
is how most people still think of Psychoshanter. The Fun Co. also
with
Duncan's
them) . From this they went on to appeared
play a few semi-pro dates and in play Sharny Dubs.
Macattack was a wonderful
the summer of '85 the Merry Mac
Fun Co. was formed to back up piece of free open-air theatre
which attracted crowds of all ages
the show and put on other acts.
nationalities
at
the
The name was originally chosen and
because the Fun Show's was Wireworks Playground. It still
already established; but they now parodied the "Scotch myth" to
Photo: Douglas Wright
The Merry Macs: attacking centralism.
admit that this has led to the con- some extent but also introduced a
The
majority
are
in
housing
estate
on
which
to
draw, and the shows
fusion. Including Jez Hen McBen, more overtly political edge to the
community centres or village halls in rural areas wiil be totally diffeJohn Jock McBile and Duncan show.
The Fun Co. has since toured m the Borders and the Highlands rent to those in the cities. James
Doincheanbe
MacGi/liochang,
there are eleven people in the co- with Shamy Dubs which is centred and Islands, the sort of places that Hardie of the co-operative points
see theatre or only have one out that you can't say "Shit!" in
operative, three of whom are cur- round a romance at the Aboyne ~ever
1
show a year. • They take the some venues just for the same
rently
administering
their Highland Games marquee. They h~ve
me to welcome their audience cheap laugh value that you get in
November and Christmas shows have played in village halls all personaII y at the door and try to town.

have that same approach." And
he sidesteps the allegation that the
government is not doing enough
by pointing an accusing finger
elsewhere: "I find it surprising
that the churches are not more
forthcoming on this issue. I think
they have a terrific opportunity to
say that there is not just moral
merit, but physical merit if you
like, in the conventional view of
Christian morality."
Whatevre the rights and wrongs
of these arguments , however, it is
clear that AIDS will not go away.
It shows every sign of becoming a
disease from which no section of
the community is exempt. We
should take it seriously: fo r the
threat it poses is real , and our
greatest danger is complacency.

Though the accent is primarily
on entertainment, the Fun Co. see
two alternatives that go beyond it.
You can reinforce stereotypes
which encourage racist or sexist
attitudes or complacency or con·
servatism. Alternatively, you can
encourage people to question
their lot, or point out some of society's inequalities.
"Entertain , subliminally influence, in a left-wing way," says
Duncan. "That's crap! " adds
James , but you would be hard
pushed to find a political stance
right of centre (or even centre) 1n
a co-operative that takes in
nationalists , leftists and anarch·
ists. However, the Fun Show do
not wish to be stamped as a
nationalist or left-wing group.
Basically they are trying to make
their audience think further than
the obvious humour, which
though still an attack on centralism is now minus the
stereotyped Scot and minus MarY
who is studying in Berlin for a
year.
Finally, what would they saY.t~
Harry Lauder if he was still ahv
and they bumped into hirn in ~
pub. "Harry , you're a brillian
performer " enthused Duncan.
"but your ' level of political ~fif
sciousness isn't very high!" ds
only he'd been a Trotskyite," ad
birthday boy James.

Robberv!
.,
Edin. Univ. 1
Aberdeen
University
arrived in Edinburgh last
Wednesday as an unknown
quantity. Only one word
could describe their previous
performances inconsistency! They had begun the
season by tasting bitter defeat
at the hands of Dundee, losing
by the narr ow margin of ten
goals, yet it was rumoured
that in their last game they
had toppled the mighty
Strathclyde. Thus, Edinburgh didn' t know what to
expect, which is probably just
as well, because they were the
victims of a smash-and-grab
scheme which left them disillusioned, disheartened and
defeated. The game itself was
nothing short of " daylight
robbery"!
For the first 86 minutes of the
game, Edinburgh dictated the
play and were deservedly leading,
courtesy of a 70th-minute goal
from Mike Gavan. Although this
solitary goal was hardly a reflection of the ho me team's total
dominance and superior skill, a 10 victory is as effective as a 12-2
triumph . But Edinburgh paid the
price for choosing to sit back and
protect their slender lead , a nd
instead of searching for the . allimportant killer goal, they
allowed the visitors the chance to
push forward and venture into
their <?wn penalty area , with catastrophic results .
Edinburgh had taken the lead
in the second half, following a
probing free kick from Andy
Woods, which enabled Mike
Gavan to score with a firm
header. Yet this goal seemed to
kill off the Edinburgh team. They
became recl uses, not daring to
venture into the visitors' half and
their form er self-confidence' dissolved into oblivion . Perhaps the
thought of winning their first
home game of the season was too
much for the Edinburgh side?
Whatever the reason, the final 20

Aberdeen Univ. 2
~inutes, an~ more especially the
final fo ur mm_utes, were a nightmare which will not be easily fo rgotten .
-

Within seconds of the Edinburgh goal , Aberdeen were
threatening to equalise. Their
centre forward somehow managed to miss an open goal from
two yards away, and it was no
wonder that the player in questio n
proceeded to cover his face and
stand motion less in the penalty
box . It really was an incredible
miss, and one that any Luxemburg forward would have been
proud to produce. Yet Edinburgh
remained unshaken after this
close escape, waiting patiently for
the final whistle, and perhaps secretly planning the celebrations for
the evening.
Thunder struck in the 86th
minute. The heavens opened and
the rain came down in sheets,
driving into the Edinburgh faces.
Likewise, the Edinburgh defe nce
opened in the 86th minute , allowing the Aberdeen forwards to
pour into the penalty area, thus
dmwning the hopes of the home
team. Within two minutes, a 1-0
lead had been transformed into a
1-2 deficit. The floodgates had
been opened , and Edi nburgh
were swept out to sea, caught by
the Aberdeen tide and left floating without a lifeline.
Neither of the Aberdeen goals
will seriously threaten the goal-ofthe-season candidates. Both were
me re tap-ins from within the sixyard box , simplistic in their
appearance , but lethal in their
result. The Edinburgh defence
was cut to pieces with unbelievable ease. In the first instance,
Colin Simpson, the Edinburgh
substitute, who had replaced
Steve Palmer at left back in the
35th minute , tackled but failed to
stop the Aberdeen winger on the
edge of the penalty box . Brent
Lockie, the Edinburgh goalkeeper , was left with no chance,
a nd similarly he could not be
blamed for conceding the second

Beryl's Perils

The dull but dry day at Peffermill on Sunday provided
the ideal conditions for some
of the best quality lacrosse to
be played outwith the bounds
goal. Almost from the restart an of Mallory Towers.

oottoms, elbows and heads. The
game e nded , much to the chagrin
of the losers, with Beryl's Perils
having an adantage mathematically speaking, though as usual
the Shinty Cl ub claimed a moral
victory.

Aberdeen pass rendered 'ihe
The main contenders for the
Edinburgh defence immobi le. coveted bottle of plonk were the
Messrs Thompson and Cameron , Shinty Club and a dubious looking
who before then had greatly lot . calling themselves Beryl's
impressed a t the heart of Edin- Penis. The latter bunch , containburgh 's defence , were left to look ing members of the Sports Union
on in disbelief as the Aberdeen Exec and EU Lacrosse Club
centre forward neatly threaded seemed firm favourites
the ball past the approaching started well with an openi ng goal
ke.eper. Thus , an unbelievable against the shinty team in the first
turn-of-events had occurred and game. A subsequent reply by the
it was a mentally and physically shmty team added zest to the by
shattered Edinburgh team that now fast and furious ga me. Sticks
trudged off the pitch in the know- crncked, bodies tumbled and only
ledge that they had literally firm refereeing avoided a potenthrown away the game.
tial bloodbath.

Quick reorganisation saw the
Shinty Club continue in a second
game against a very familiar but
unnamed team . This team-withno-name was soon sent pack mg as
the shmty team displayed all the
versatility and skill which had
proved so successful at Sports Day
last year. The defeat of Beryl's
Perils in the later stages of the
competition gave the Shinty Club
the advantage of a difference
resembling the deficit in goa ls
Hibs are suffering - and they
were declared winners. Generous
in victory they showed the true
Notably, Sports Union Presi- qualities of sportsmanship by
All the Edi nburgh pressure and
dent Je nny Carlton was consis- shari ng their prize and hastily
superiority had been sacrificed in
tenUy in the thick of every melee, departing before a bill for all the
these hectic last four minutes ,
makmg contact with the grass sticks they had broken could be
leaving them to rue many missed
roots of sport in the University- handed over.
chances. The hard-working Gary
Tom Maguire
~he also made contact with shins,
Connor, who plays the role of a
Bryan Robson in engineering the
majority of his team's attacks , was
defied by the crossbar midway
through the first half. Both he and
the equally impressive Keith
At the very end of the hill- over-geared for the event , was
Laing terrorised the shaky Aberdeen defence with low crosses into climb season, the Edinburgh fifth with a 2:34.
the six-yard box, but subsequent University
Cycling Club
Nick
Langford,
climber
goalmouth scrambles ended in scored a significant victory in
disappointment. In the second the Edinburgh Road Club extraordinaire , who might well
have wo n the event had he been
half, Alan McKie shot wide when
event on Sunday 26th there , claimed to have a ·'pressing
it would have been far easier to
score, and a free header from October, with 1st to 5th e ngagement " which conflicted
Mike Gavan looped over the bar. places all going to University with the hill climb.
riders.
·
Preparations for the cyclo-cross
Thus, Edinburgh can have no
In the open category, road season, which is only one week
complaints: they were the better racer Andrew Cooper took first away , continue. Club cyclo-cross
team; they created 'the most prize with a time of 2: 14 for the champion Craig McNicol is perchances; and the team worked difficult Ochiltree hill climb. fecting his technique before the
well as a unit. They only have Another roadman, Keith Dyson, Dunedin event on Sunday , 2
themselves to blame for failing to took second with 2:23. Leon Lit- November. Shugrue, Clinkscale
capitalise on their domination of vack , ordinarily a time trialist and and Cooper have also been
the game. Just like last week , we track sprinter/pursuiter, took selected to ride the prestigious
had witnessed another Shakes- third with 2:31. Newcomer Ed event and hope to support
pearean tragdy . In modem day Shugrue, who has ridde n the McNicol in his bid to improve on
terms , it .was sheer "dalight rob- ·Junior Tour of lreland , was fourth the club record , set by Richard
bery", nothing more, nothing with a 2:32 effort, while Chris Peploe in 1982.
less. One spectator, who uttered Clinkscale, who is said to have
Dave Campden
these words before the Edinburgh
demise had begun , aptly echoed
the thoughts of e veryone watchC · O·R · ~ · E·R
ing the game: " Do we wa nna win
this or not?" It may not be grameliminating rounds, on Saturday
matically perfect, nor sound very
afternoon, went without much
profound , but it celj!ainly is accuEdinburgh University ski ado, with the EU team having no
rate!
Carl Marston team once again showed their trouble at all. The final rounds
pro~ess on the ski slope at the were held on Sunday and at one
Scottish Ski Show. They point it looked as if they would be
destroyed the opposition in beaten . However, Bill Manson
the Tennent's Knockout, a came to the rescue speeding down
the hill totally out of control,
mixture between 'Ski Sun- crashed A-over-T mowing down
day' and 'It's a Knockout!'.
the opposition. "Fair means or
The re were four membe rs m foul!"
each team relaying down a slalom
Students Welcome to
course on a small ski slope set up
minutes bui Edinburgh's fierce for the ski show. The first team
tackling kept them out. The
member , Dr Laurence " Granreferee seemed to sympathise dad" Dunn , skied down the
with Broughton in awa rding some course in an almost norm al .fashquestionable penalties (l think
ion ; the second , Tania Adams,
one was "for being a bloody stu- skied haflfway down the course
dent") a nd , afte r realising they and then switched skis from one
were not going to run through
foot to another to ski the rest; Bill
Edinburgh as expected, one of Manson went third , skiing down
Infirmary Street
these penalties was kicked to take on one ski , and Chris "I'll eat anythe final score to 9-12. The last thmg a ro und " Lloyd finished off
five minutes dragged agonisin!\]y the race going backwards. Unfor- Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
on , but Edinburgh's defence tunately the re was more to it than
12 noon-9 p.m.
remained firm to ensure a very just skiing.
Also try our Sunday lunches from
satisfying victory.
The competitors were each
12.30-2 p.m.
given two cards o n which were letAll in all it was a very spirited
Look out for our-Golden Oldies
ters which spelt "Tennents" when
team performance deserving of
Night every Tuesday and our
hung up on a frame at the bottom
victory , and just what the club
Sunday Night Disco
of the slope. The catch was that
needed to drag itself out of a low
absolutely free
they should also spell "Tennents"
ebb. With both the second and
on the reverse. This was where the
fresher teams winning as well , it
OPEN 11 am to 1 am
race was won and lost as it showed
was a good day for EURFC, and
up the ability of the EU team to
certain ly a very good night.
spell such a complicated word
S556-6165S
EricJeams quicke r than everyone else. The

and

Monopoly

C·L·l1·B

Ski Club

Leaders Toppled
Broughton 9

Edin. Univ. 12

Edinburgh University put Dave Marshall penalty ten
things together for the first minutes before half-time. Some
lime this season to overcome stout defence kept the score to 6-3
Broughton, winning by four at half-time.
penalties to a goal and a penWith the wind in the second
alty.
half came the scent of "W" and
Before the game nobody gave two points, a nd a stern half-time
Edinburgh a chance. With talk by captain and utility forward
Broughton sitting at the top of the " Monty" Montgome ry refuelled
~able without a defeat, and Edi n- the Edinburgh fire (I will try not
urgh looking for their second to me ntion the segme nts of
league victory, a home win looked orange as they did not produce
!~kely. But Edinburgh came out any excitement this week}.
with fire in their bellies" (not
another curry joke) to unsettle the
Ed inburgh used the wind well
Over-confident opposition. Some to keep in the opposition's half,
strong running by the forwards and may well have scored tries o n
too ~ . Edinburgh into threatening a couple of occasions but for some
Pos1t1ons but a mistake in the mid- good cover tackling. However,
field allowed a breakaway dependable Dave Marshall , cool
Broughton try. This was against as a cucumber, slotted three longthe run of play and spurred Edin- range penalties to turn the presburgh to a greater effort which sure into points. Broughton came
was eventually re warded by a back strongly in the last ten

EUROPA
WINE BAR

bCup ExCl•tement rt.

EpiC victory
•<ori~
no~

A> wHh A<thu• ,.d th•
knights of old, legendary tales
of derring-do and heroic
deeds live on long after mere

mortal events are lost in the
mists of time - so shall the
story of the battle-hardened
Hairies' epic victory on the
roads of Glasgow. Ladies and
gentlemen, squires and lords,
hear the story I have to tell.

neck-and-neck .. . Stop that ball!

EUMHCl

Babcock 1

It is the dream of every
hockey player to play in
The Scotsman's Cup Final.
It is the dream of every student hockey player to get
past the opening round of
Scotland's most prestigious
competition.
Edinburgh
University has for a
number of years now
eagerly awaited. a cup run.
If there's a fate worse than having to compete against Scotland's
favourite sons, Babcock Renfrew,
in the league , it's drawing them in
the cup. On Saturday, the University entertained the old enemy, a
side which had battled and headbutted its way into the.semi-final
of the same competition last year.
To be frank about it , the students
ought really to have won. Their
play was arguably an improvement on previous outings and
Babcock, incapable of playing
constructive hockey at the best of

times , never really looked like
doing anything other than lose .
Unfortunately the University's
short-corners, which have up until
now been (if I may borrow MacLeod terminology) an "easy lay",
were not quite as promiscuous on
the old goal front against Babcock . Despite having more than
their fair share of the possession ,
and the better scoring opportunities , the students went into
the second half on level terms with
their opposition. Babcock are a
team who enjoy playing on the
break (they break you and then
they play) and as the match went
on there ,was always the danger
that as the students pushed forward in search of the winner they
would expose themselves at the
back. However , fine goalkeeping
from John Clarkson ensuresl that
MacLeod did not get arrested.
Like all great cup-ties , this one
went into extra time. During the

extra half-hour the students again
had the best chances, with Vinestock finding the post and MacFarlane coming close from a short
corner. It was not until the end of
the opening period that the University finally went in front when
Williams struck home a ball which
had fallen loose around the top of
the circle. However , Babcock
replied within five minutes and
the match looked set for a draw
until Vinestock found the net via
his feet with only seconds remaining. Some sharp-eyed son-of-abitch at the other bloody end of
the pitch witnessed the crime and
the goal was disallowed.
At the end of the day, the game
drawn, the students cursed their
luck along with the fact they
would have a trip to Renfrew for
the replay next Sunday. MacLeod
meanwhile withdrew furtively to
the dimly lit corner of the changing rciom. His hearing deteriorating with age , all the talk of fli cks,
sticks and Babcocks had got him
excited . He eagerly awaited the
fall of darkness .
Syd
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come accommodation wanted, accommodation available, for sale, and
other small ads. Keep your ads short (max 30 words), and hand them
into the Student office (first floor, 48 The Pleasance) or place them in the
red Student collection boxes situated in the Teviot foyer , Mandela
Centre Union shop, DHT basement, and in A&M Reid (grocers) in the
KB Centre. Ads must be in by Monday of the week of publication.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
Student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Male for single room. Mayfield Rd .
Postgrad or older students preferred.
£91.50 per month . Ref. no. 852.
Male for single room . Leith Links. Postgrad or mature student. £ 130 per month
plus deposit. Ref. no. 853.
Male or female for single room. Morningside. Mature student. £95 per
month. Ref. no . 854.
Male or female for single room , West
Saville Terrace. £275 > 3. Ref. no. 856.
Male for single room, Robert Burns Dr.
Second year and up. £120 per month.
Ref. no. 857.
Male for single room. Rossie Place. £25
per week. Ref. No. 858.
Single room for male, central area. Final
or post grad preferred. £23 per week . .
·Phone 556 0368, 4-5 pm or 10-11 am .

MISCELLANEOUS

Friends of Palestine
Saturday 15th Nov. 1 lam.
Day School on Palestine: past , present
and future. £2/£3 waged , including food.
Apply to Secretary. EU Friends of
Palestine. do Societies Centre. or just
up at the Pleasance on Saturday.
show
Single room for male or female. Great
King Street. £120 per month. Phone447. Choose from different workshops.
For sale: Fender "Musicmaster" bass
1638 or 04t-339 t959.
guitar; good condition; with lead. £90.
Calculator for sale: Texas Instruments Call Tom Barker at 228 1473.•
Tt-57 LCD Programmable. and instruc- <.:arrier bag full of history books found
tions. Good condition. £10. Phone Julie.
in Forrest Hill pub on Saturday night.
667 0817.
Claimant phone 447 538}

T he men's Hairies clinched the
Scottish
Unive rsities
R elay
Championships in sensational
style in the Allan Scally Road
Relays at Glasgow on Saturday . It
was ove r a gruelling, even tedi.ous, 4 by 5 miles but held in near
perfect conditions that the men
completed
this
outstanding
achievement that even merited a
report on the back page of Scotland 's best-selling Sunday paper
·- -glory days , eh!
Let me put you in the picture .
The article , in the Sunday Post ,
read that - "Edinburgh University won the Scottish Universities
Road Relay title in a desperately
close finish with Aberdeen University and both teams recording
the same time of 49 mins 39 secs"
- and how right could they be.
But this closest of victories could
hardly have seemed further away ·
When the reliable Allan Smith ,
really a top 800m runner, brought
the team home after the awkward
first leg in 4lst place , no less tha~
31 places behind St Andrews Umversity.
Outstanding
runs,
though , from our swiz visitor
Mark Strgit 24:23 , and our
redoubtable captain Russel 24:35 ,
brought us up to 22nd place , 33
seconds ahead of our nearest challenger , Aberdeen , and within
sight of the runners' equivalent of
the Holy Grail.
However , it was certainiy not
all over ; and now for the exciting
bit , the stuff that ·soys' Own

're m'do of. If Ab<"'•
had believed that we had
counted for their top runner Hen.
derson on the last leg then they
themselves had not counted on
the long legs of Ian "3 Pints"
Harkness. Henderson , fairly
blasting through the field , had
caught and passed ours, all with
half a mile to go. But the Hairies
last leg man bravely held onto the
flying Don until the long zoom
home . The sce ne was set for an
epic battle. Ian caught Henderson
o nly fo r the Aberdeen man to pull
away again with barely 50 metres
left. Gritting his teeth , using every
ounce of strength , big Ian , urged
·
on by wildly d e 1enous
Hairies,
caught Henderson and beat him
to the line by the le ngth of an
overgrown toenail ;' victory _
sweet victory - was o urs .
All the new men performed
with great credit (and Jet us not
exclude the lower teams) considering the club is so supposedly
weak this year - believe that if
you dare - what we are seeing
constantly are fin e performances
from a hard core of dedicated
athletes, improving in leaps and
bounds. Ian Wallace and big Jon
Wright both recorded an excellent
26:21 fo r the second and third
teams respectively, the latter collecting a staggering 22 scalps on
his majestic way round. Tom
Ande rson as well gave us all a
glimpse of latent potential with a
swift 25: 47.
Well , the day was done - the
race was won . It barely seems
relevant that Edinburgh Southern
Harriers won the Scally race itself,
arid who wants to know that John
Robson ran the fastest leg in 27
minutes 57 seconds - but why
should he slow down - forget all
those : we won - the celebrations
went on long and hard , so lei's
hear it for the boys.
Mike Clarke

Student's editorial offices are on the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Our
phon_e numbers are 558 ll-17/8 and 667 1011 extension 4496. Editorial
m_eetmgs are held in the offices every Friday at 1 pm . To get in touch
with Student ,
m order to drop in ads, info rmation , etc., or to get
mv_olved yourself, come along to sectio n meetings or drop into the
ffices and leave a message . Yo u can a lso use the Student boxes.
situated in Potterrow Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT B asement. T he fol·
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